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1. Summary 

This study assesses the effectiveness of using the reduced carbon footprint of bulk 

shipping and UK bottling in wine marketing. It measures awareness amongst 

consumers and whether communicating carbon footprint reductions would influence 

purchasing decisions.  

The research draws on the findings of email marketing via a consumer questionnaire 

and interviews with wine industry professionals. Results suggest that approximately 

15% of consumers perceive themselves to be aware of the carbon footprint of wines 

they buy or drink. Approximately 45% of consumers believe they would be more 

likely to purchase climate-friendly wines, if they knew which they were. Carbon 

footprint is rarely the primary consideration in wine purchasing decisions. However, 

when consumers who identify as environmentally engaged were targeted, more than 

expected converted to sale. There may therefore be a financial opportunity for 

businesses that identify and target consumers who favour climate-friendly wines. 
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2. Introduction 

2.1 Background 

The United Kingdom (UK) imports wine to the value of US$4.4 billion (£3.3 billion) 

per year, 11.5% of global volume wine imports. Six of the top ten countries exporting 

to the UK by volume are “New World”1 involving deep sea freight (Workman, 2018). 

Climate change is one of the greatest challenges facing nations, governments, 

businesses and citizens nowadays (OIV, 2011). Carbon footprint is defined as the 

best estimate of the “full climate change impact of something” (Berners-Lee, 2010, 

1). There is an opportunity to recognise the contribution to carbon footprint of the 

transport element of wine supply chains.  

There are financial and environmental savings by shipping wine in bulk. A flexi-tank 

can transport 24,000-26,000 litres, twice the volume that could be shipped in glass 

bottles in an equivalent size container. Although the key considerations behind bulk 

transport decisions are usually financial, the saving in carbon emissions is a benefit 

rarely communicated by the industry for risk of poor-quality associations. 

There are examples of products in the wine industry that highlight their 

environmental credentials, e.g. the Spanish Neleman wine brand (Neleman, 2019) 

and the Italian Donnafugata wine brand (Donnafugata, 2019) which feature the 

carbon footprint, expressed as carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2e (Appendix 1) on 

the label. Research by the Australian wine brand Wakefield/Taylors, before 

launching their carbon neutral “80 Acres” range in Scandinavia, “found consumers 

had a 30% increased propensity to purchase wine that was carbon neutral” (Hadley, 

                                                             
1 Australia, New Zealand, Chile, USA, South Africa, Argentina 
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2014). In 2019 this climate-friendly brand is still sold globally. In 2007 UK 

supermarket Tesco launched an initiative to label all products with their carbon 

footprint. Vintage variation caused complexity for the wine category. The initiative 

was abandoned by 2012 (Cooke, 2019, pers. comm).  

There are examples from other industries. Oatly, a plant-based milk company claims 

that consuming their oat milk instead of cow’s milk saves 73% CO2e 

(www.oatly.com, accessed 11 Sept. 2019). Carbon Cloud consultancy 

(www.carboncloud.io, accessed 11 Nov. 2019) models Oatly’s carbon footprint, 

allowing them to print the CO2e of each serving on their packaging. Emissions 

produced beyond the retailer are not included (oatly.com/climate-footprint). 

Computer company Dell allows corporate customers to browse the estimated CO2e 

of its range, including comparisons to driving emissions 

(www.corporate.delltechnologies.com, accessed 11 Sept. 2019). Companies appear 

to increasingly see value in environmental marketing, leading to research into 

consumer purchasing decisions.  

Research suggests that 25% of UK wine consumers have sought to buy 

environmentally friendly wines (Wine Intelligence, 2019, 86), described as having “no 

official certification bodies ... [But] most typically used to communicate a brand or 

region’s credentials to consumers” (Wine Intelligence, 2018, 66).  

2.2 Objectives 

This research will assess the effectiveness of highlighting the reduced carbon 

footprint of bulk shipping and UK bottling in wine marketing. If effective, it could 

provide locally bottled wines with a point of difference in a crowded market, 

differentiated positively from wines bottled at source. 
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The study will investigate consumer behaviour when presented with information in an 

email marketing campaign about the impact of shipping and bottling on the carbon 

footprint of a bottle of wine. It will address the following research questions: 

1. How aware are UK consumers of the carbon footprint of wine? 

2. Are consumers interested in the impact of bulk shipping and UK bottling on 

carbon footprint? 

3. If information on the carbon footprint of bulk shipping and UK bottling was 

presented in email marketing would it influence their purchasing decisions 

positively? 

4. Should the industry communicate to wine consumers the carbon footprint 

benefits of bulk shipping and UK-bottled wine? 
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3. Literature Review 

Climate change includes global warming, unpredictable weather, and rising sea 

levels. This has the potential to affect all life on earth (The Committee on Climate 

Change, 2019). Average global temperature is predicted to rise by up to six degrees 

Celsius by 2050 which will make grapes ripen quicker and some regions untenable 

for quality wine production (Allen, 2010). International scientific consensus is that 

human effort is required to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to 

climate change (Committee on Climate Change, 2019). Studies from the wine 

industry related to the effect of climate change use various measures including 

“global warming potential”, “food miles”, “carbon footprint”, and “product lifecycle” 

(Appendix 1). Studies that focus on wine distribution are of particular relevance for 

this research and are dealt with in section 3.2. Section 3.3 concentrates on 

environmental marketing. 

3.1 Wine consumption and carbon footprint 

Starting with some earlier studies, “The alcohol we drink and its contribution to the 

UK’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions” (Garnett, 2007) analysed the consumption, 

production and transport stages of alcohol supply chains. Garnett states that wine 

carbon emission data is harder to collect compared to other alcohol categories given 

how much is imported (ibid). She asserts that data for transport is “patchy to non-

existent” and “further work on alcohol related transport … is very much needed” 

(2007, p.10). She concludes that the “the mode of travel will have a strong influence 

on overall emissions” (2007, p.64). In the same study Garnett analyses a report by 

the Waste and Resource Action Program (WRAP, n.d.) and suggests that European 

bottles tend to be lighter than those of the New World, further supporting an 

investigation into bottling of New World wines in European markets from an 
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environmental perspective. Garnett states that “winemaking can be very much seen 

as a traditional activity … enmeshed in cultural assumptions and attitudes. In this 

context the bulk freighting of wine can be looked upon with some disfavour” (Garnett, 

2007, p.25). Linking the practice with an increased willingness to purchase could 

therefore prove challenging (see section 3.3). An article in The New York Times 

mentions ways in which wine consumption might impact climate change, including 

electricity use, water use and bottle weight but omitted transportation or location of 

bottling (Asimov, 2019). This suggests that transport and bottling may not be well 

understood or fully considered in part of any environmental agenda. 

“Environmental Impacts of Consumption of Australian Red Wine in the UK” by 

Amienyo, Camilleri and Azapagic (2014) investigates how carbon emissions are 

generated throughout wine production. Using global warming potential (GWP), which 

is included in carbon footprint calculations, the authors identify in their case study 

that viticulture contributes the highest GWP at 41%. Transport is the second largest 

contributor at 32% (shipping is 26% and road transport 6%), whilst packaging 

contributes 24% and winemaking the remainder. Given 26% is shipping; bulk 

movement is a tangible way to reduce carbon emissions.  

Companies that can calculate carbon emissions for wine businesses include WRAP 

in the UK, Carbon Reduction Institute (CRI), Carbon Cloud and Carbon Proof. Not 

many wine businesses appear to measure their carbon footprint but more may start if 

environmental concern increases amongst consumers. Vina DeMartino (Barson, 

2009) were audited by CRI but do not appear to market their wines’ carbon footprint. 

Others, such as Donnafugata advertise the carbon footprint on wine labels 

(Donnafugata, 2019).  
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3.2 Wine transportation and carbon footprint 

“Bottling Location and the Global Wine Supply Chain: Dollar, Water and Carbon 

Trade-offs” is a 2017 study by Varsei, Christ and Burritt on behalf of an unnamed 

Australian producer. Evaluation of several bottling options shows bottling in the UK is 

most favourable for reducing both carbon emissions and cost (2017, p.4). It 

references an annual transportation cost saving by switching to bulk transport of 

AUD$3,908,886 (£2,018,525) and a saving of 13,993 tonnes of CO2e (bottling at 

source quoted as 27,845 tonnes CO2e per annum). A limitation to this is that the 

volume has been redacted. It does, however, support the assumption that shipping 

in bulk contributes around half the carbon emissions of shipping bottled stock. The 

research indicated that managers are more likely to implement financially favourable 

actions over carbon emission reduction. 

Harris and Rodrigues et al. (2018) found “post-production logistics within wine supply 

chains are carbon intensive and can be the source of up to 50% of the total 

greenhouse gas emissions from the industry” (2018, p.1). Decarbonising the supply 

chain is often explored, they say, but like Varsei et al. they suggest that the 

“selection of the least polluting modes of transport is rarely if ever the logistics 

manager’s priorities”. Harris and Rodrigues et al. reference Amienyo et al. (2014) 

stating that “further reductions in CO2e emissions generated from the wine 

production process would be marginal, since viticulture practices have been 

continually improved over time, and more radical carbon reduction solutions can be 

found in the distribution elements of wine supply chains” (2018, p.5).  

3.3 Marketing and wine carbon footprint 

“Wine Consumers’ Environmental Knowledge and Attitudes: Influence on Willingness 

to Purchase” by Barber et al. (2009) analyses the links between willingness to 
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purchase and measures of “product involvement, environmental consciousness and 

knowledge” (2009, p.63). Pesticide use and non-recyclable packaging were seen by 

consumers as “highly important” when considering environmental impact, whereas 

transport and shipping were the least important. They suggest, “what wine 

consumers actually know about environmental wine issues is associated with their 

involvement with environmental issues more than what they self-assess they know 

about wine” (2009, p.59). Sogari et al. (2017, p.1) agree, finding that “the greater the 

import the consumer places on the product/process dimension of environmental 

sustainability, the higher the self-selection in market segments”. Grankvist et al. 

(2004, p.1) found when presented with “environmental labelling”, individuals with 

weak or no interest in environmental sustainability were unaffected, and those with a 

strong interest were affected. Interestingly, they found that environmental labelling 

had a negative impact on consumers with “intermediate interest”.  

Barber et al. suggest that the more the industry can segment its markets by 

environmental knowledge and involvement, the more it can target relevant parties 

with environmentally friendly wines. The study found that USA respondents were 

willing to pay on average US$4 (£3) more per bottle for environmentally friendly 

wine. The study includes a 1990 British survey which found that 27% of British adults 

were willing to pay up to 25% more for “green” products (2009, p.60). 

The Global SOLA2 report 2019 from Wine Intelligence describes a “rising tide” for 

“alternative wine” categories (2019, p.4) because “as environmental concern is rising 

worldwide, consumers are implementing environmentally responsible behaviours 

such as eating organic food and recycling” (2019, p.22). The categories include 

                                                             
2 Global SOLA: Opportunities in sustainable, organic and lower alcohol wine (2019) 
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“sustainably produced” and “environmentally friendly”, terms the report states “can 

be classified in a broad way … its legitimacy very much depends on how convinced 

the consumer (and retailer) is that the producers are doing the right thing” (2019, 

p.4).  

Despite the “rising tide”, the Global SOLA report states that “consumer awareness is 

not yet translating into fundamental changes in purchase behaviour” (2019, p.4). The 

report suggests that “on top of standard wine complexity producers (of SOLA) need 

to convey understanding of the specific approach that they have taken to produce 

the wine” and that this is the next opportunity (2019, p.4). Trade research in the 

report shows the wine industry sees sustainably produced and environmentally 

friendly wine as joint second in terms of opportunity, whereas consumers across the 

15 markets surveyed ranked sustainably produced second but environmentally 

friendly fourth (2019, p.25). Awareness of environmentally friendly wine in the UK 

increased from 12% in 2018 to 13% in 2019, with “sought to purchase” at 25% from 

24%. “Future purchase” decreased however from 66% in 2018 to 55% in 2019 

(Global SOLA, 2018, p.122; 2019, p.41). This suggests producers have not taken the 

opportunity to successfully “convey understanding of the specific approach they have 

taken when producing the wine” and despite increasing awareness, consumers are 

not confident they will find and purchase such wines. 

“An Empirical Study on the Influence of Environmental Labels on Consumers” 

(d’Souza et al, 2006), albeit a dated study, surveyed 155 consumers, of which 70% 

said their purchasing decisions were often influenced by environmental messages. 

Additionally, 83% of respondents said they preferred buying environmentally safe 

products, but only 15% said that environmental claims were extremely or very 

believable. “Consumers increasingly make purchases on the basis of a firm’s role in 
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society” which may act as a catalyst for eco-labelling (Forte and Lamont, 1998, in 

d’Souza et al., 2006, p5). Their study shows 69.7% of respondents would purchase 

“green” products even if more expensive, and indeed 58.7% of people expect them 

to be more expensive, although it should be acknowledged that this may not mean 

these customers will actually buy them. 

Cost and carbon emissions can be reduced together when bulk-shipping wine. 

However, “greener” products are often more expensive. A study into large electrical 

appliance purchasing decisions saw that cost is most important to consumers and 

energy efficiency fourth. Staff training was considered key to promoting more 

expensive energy efficient models that fit with consumers’ other priorities (Gaspar 

and Antunes, 2011). Targeting consumers looking to make more environmentally 

friendly choices, who are also not dissuaded by higher initial cost, shorter distance 

capacity, and smaller vehicles, was seen as crucial to the success of early electric 

car marketing (Garling and Thogersen, 2001). Potentially lower ongoing costs for 

electric cars and energy efficient electrical appliances compared to the conventional 

alternatives could allow these industries to combine the marketing of reduced carbon 

footprint with cost. 

“Trade Policy Implications of Carbon Labels on Food” (Wolfe et al., 2012) explains 

mandatory carbon labelling would be difficult because of a lack of international 

measurement standards at the time of writing. The authors acknowledge that 

labelling is changing, and that while “traditionally, product labels have focused on … 

measurements, ingredients and nutritional information … new kinds of labels have 

proliferated in the past few years because consumers demand more information 

related to their social and environmental concerns” (ibid, p.62). However, lack of 

understanding of eco-labelling may cause confusion or negativity (Coyle, 2015). 
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3.4 Summary of literature review 

The literature suggests cost and carbon emissions can be reduced in the shipping 

stage of the wine supply chain. Consumers’ purchasing decisions can be positively 

influenced if awareness of the environmental aspects of wine production is 

increased. Increased climate-friendly marketing may therefore increase sales of 

those wines. 
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4. Methodology 

Consumers were sent marketing emails describing a new Californian chardonnay 

(Appendix 2). An incentive (voucher) to engage with the content and answer a 

questionnaire was included (Appendix 3). Information collected was anonymous and 

GDPR-compliant. 

4.1 Consumer research methods 

The research population was taken from Majestic Wine’s3 email customer base to 

allow for a large number of responses and quick collection of data (Denscombe, 

2017). It consisted of 55,647 customers known to buy “rich white wines” who could 

be interested in the Californian chardonnay. A response rate of 0.5%-1% was 

expected (Pyatt, 2019, pers. comm) which, based on the sample, would give a 5% 

margin of error with a 95% confidence level. The questionnaire was limited to four 

questions to minimise questionnaire fatigue (Denscombe, 2017). 

4.2 Carbon calculations for bulk shipping and UK bottling 

 

The purpose of the research was to measure awareness and attitudes towards the 

carbon emissions saved by shipping wine in bulk to be bottled in market. A tangible 

measure of the carbon emissions saved during shipping and bottling was necessary 

(Table 1). Three factors were taken into account in measuring CO2e savings for the 

purposes of the email marketing: shipping, bottle weight and bottling, the first the 

most important. Carbon footprint of viticulture and winemaking is beyond the scope 

of this marketing study and therefore not included. Similarly, the multiple ways and 

                                                             
3 At the time of the email marketing Majestic had a turnover of £263.8m with over 200 stores 

and a website (Majestic Wine Results Centre, www.majesticwineplc.co.uk/investor-
centre/results-centre/, accessed 15 May. 2019) 
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distances wine might travel from the bottler to final consumption are not included. 

The data used for calculation purposes are outlined in sections 4.2.1-4.2.3. 

Table 1: CO2e saving calculation 

 Estimated bottled 
at source CO2e 

per bottle 

Bottled in market 
CO2e per bottle 

Saving in carbon 
emissions bottled in 
market vs bottled at 

source CO2e per bottle 

Shipping 0.494 kg 0.058 kg 0.436 kg 

Glass bottle 0.5517 kg 0.448 kg 0.1037 kg 

Bottling (see 4.2.3) (see 4.2.3) 0.01224 kg 

Total   0.555 kg 

 

4.2.1 Shipping 

Shipping the flexi-tank was calculated to produce 2.06 US tons CO2e 

(www.myHillebrand.com, accessed 10 Jan. 2019), which, converted to kilogrammes 

and then divided between the approximately 32,000 bottles the flexi-tank will fill, 

becomes 0.058kg per 750ml bottle4. Shipping bottles in a container from a similar 

location was calculated to carry 0.494kg CO2e per 750ml bottle i.e. shipping by flexi-

tank resulted in a saving of 0.436kg CO2e per 750ml bottle.  

4.2.2 Bottle weight 

Using data collected by Gujba and Azapagic (2011; see Figures 1 and 2) to measure 

the carbon footprint of packaging, the estimated saving of CO2e by using 465g glass 

instead of 550g glass is 0.1037kg. The 550g glass contributed 0.5517kg CO2e per 

750ml bottle. The lighter 465g glass contributed 0.448kg CO2e per 750ml bottle. 

  

                                                             
4 Conversion method: 2.06 US tons multiplied by 907.185 and divided by 32,000 bottles. 
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 Figure 1: Weight of 550g and 465g glass bottles 

 

Columns 5 and 6 show the weight of the green glass bottles, 5 being a 465g bottle and 6 
being a 550g bottle. 

(Gujba & Azapagic, 2011, p.384) 

Figure 2: CO2e produced by the manufacture of wine packaging 

 

The columns marked with arrows represent the CO2e produced in manufacture of the glass 

bottles. Column 12 from the left is 550g and column 10 is the 465g.  

(Gujba & Azapagic, 2011, p.388)  
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A 465g glass bottle of Californian chardonnay, Pescadero Point, was used in this 

study. Although not ubiquitous, observations of the California category in UK retail 

suggest that it is typical for UK-bottled wines to be packaged in lighter-weight glass 

compared to those bottled in California. Table 2 shows that heavier glass is used for 

the four most expensive wines, all bottled at source. Lighter-weight glass is cheaper, 

though producers may choose more expensive heavier glass as an investment in 

quality perception. This may limit producers making climate-friendly choices when 

aiming for higher price points. Lighter glass, however, could help brands minimise 

carbon emissions and costs regardless of bottling location, a potential “win-win” for 

brands retailing below £10 (US$13.20). Lighter glass is an option available to all 

producers but is a feature of wines at the price point of the Pescadero Point 

chardonnay and therefore a difference of 85g in bottle weight was included in the 

calculation of carbon footprint reduction.  
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Table 2: Observations of California category in the UK and the bottle weights 
based on location of bottling. 

  

4.2.3 Bottling 

Greencroft Bottling Company (GBC) assert that 0.01224kg of CO2e per bottle is 

saved by bottling at their carbon-neutral facility, based on the Carbon Trust measure 

that 1kWh of electricity equates to 0.5246kg CO2e and the calculation that GBC use 

the equivalent of 0.023333kWhrs of renewable energy per bottle (Black, 2019, pers. 

comm). There are carbon-neutral bottling facilities in many regions including 

California so it is possible to negate these emissions regardless of bottling location. 

However, Table 1 (page 13) shows that bottling represents the lowest contribution to 

carbon footprint of production after the winemaking stage. 

                                                             
5 Sources: Majestic Wine (Preston, 2019, pers. comm), WX Brands (Perry, 2019, pers. 

comm), Fields, Morris & Verdin (Davies, 2019, pers. comm), E&J Gallo (Baijot, 2019, pers. 
comm) 

Wine name Brand 
Owner/Importer 

Average UK Retail 
Price 

Bottling 
location 

Bottle 
weight5 

Edna Valley 
chardonnay 

E&J Gallo £9.99 (US$13.20) California 484.2g 

Bread & Butter 
chardonnay 

WX Brands £11.99 (US$15.85) California 635g 

William Hill 
chardonnay 

E&J Gallo £9.99 (US$13.20) California 484.2g 

ABC Santa Barbara 
chardonnay 

Fields, Morris & 
Verdin 

£25 (US$33) California 574g 

Barefoot 
chardonnay 

E&J Gallo £6.99 (US$9.25) UK 404g 

Pescadero Point 
chardonnay 

Majestic Wine £6.99 (US$9.25) UK 465g 

Spring Break 
chardonnay 

Majestic Wine £5.99 (US$7.90) UK 465g 

Dark Horse 
chardonnay 

E&J Gallo £8.99 (US$11.85) UK 440g 
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4.3 Email marketing 

4.3.1 Three email versions and the initial vote 

The email marketing campaign ran from 19 January until 11 February 2019. Figure 

4: Communication flow chart on page 21, illustrates the communication process with 

consumers during the campaign. 

The subject lines of three email versions (Appendix 2) were designed to measure the 

appeal of “climate-friendly” over a more generic price-led message and whether 

combining the two would lead to increased engagement. 

Version 1: “New! Climate-Friendly Californian Chardonnay” 

Version 2: “New! Californian Chardonnay from just £6.99” 

Version 3: “New! Climate-Friendly Californian Chardonnay from just £6.99”  

Version 1 focused most heavily on the environmental CO2e saving of bulk shipping 

to the UK for bottling.  

Customers voted on an initial question “Would you like to see more climate-friendly 

wines lining the shelves of Majestic stores?” 

Version 2 focused on price. Climate-friendliness did not feature in the subject line of 

the email, although there was a reference to “climate-friendly” in the body of the 

email to provide some context for the questionnaire that followed. 

Customers voted on the initial question “Would you like to see more wines like this 

lining the shelves of Majestic stores?” 
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Version 3 promoted the price, discount and reduced costs of transportation as well 

as the climate-friendly information. The vote was based on the same initial question 

as Version 1. 

The marketing team at Majestic Wine (Pyatt, 2019, pers. comm) and Wine 

Intelligence (Zhou, 2019, pers. comm) advised on the email design. The approximate 

CO2e saved was stated in Versions 1 and 3, with a list of everyday activities that 

contribute the same CO2e as the saving from the bulk-shipped UK-bottled wine 

(Berners-Lee, 2010). This information was not provided in email Version 2. The 

activities were: 

 Driving a car at 60 mph for 1 mile 

 Making 10 cups of tea 

 3 x 500 ml plastic bottles of water 

 A six-minute hot shower 

 A standard laundry load at 30 degrees Celsius 

This was designed to achieve the level of understanding needed to encourage the 

maximum number of responses. Two questions in the questionnaire were caveated 

with the phrase “assuming wines are high quality”, following advice that there would 

be poor-quality associated with the practice of bulk shipping and UK bottling (Zhou, 

2019, pers. comm). 
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4.3.2 Questionnaire 

The literature review and preliminary conversations with trade interviewees and Wine 

Intelligence (Zhou, 2019, pers. comm) were used to frame the questions posed in 

the questionnaire (Figure 3). The conversations suggested that there is a lack of 

awareness and understanding amongst consumers about bulk shipping and UK 

bottling but some potential to market wines as climate-friendly.  

The questionnaire linked from all three email versions and asked about wine carbon 

footprint and climate-friendly wines. This allowed the awareness of the connection 

between bulk shipping, UK bottling and wine carbon footprint to be explored and the 

level of interest to be measured.  A “£10 off £100” incentive voucher was offered to 

all respondents in order to maximise response rate.  

The email metrics combined with the first question in the questionnaire were used to 

measure awareness of carbon footprint and the impact of bulk shipping and UK 

bottling. Subsequent questions investigated how purchasing decisions might be 

affected and how wine carbon footprint might be communicated. 
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Figure 3: Questions (Appendix 3) 

Q1. Before today, were you aware of the carbon footprint of wines you buy or drink? 

Answer yes/somewhat/no 

Q2. Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you which wines were climate-

friendly, would you be more likely to buy them? Answer yes/somewhat/no 

Q3. Assuming all wines are high quality, rank the following in order of importance 

to you when selecting a wine to purchase or drink, 1 being the most important. 

Grape, price, country/region, reduced carbon footprint, label design. 

Q4. How could retailers highlight climate-friendly options? Bottle label, shelf 

stickers, online descriptions, other (please specify). 

 

4.3.3 Follow-up sales email 

A follow-up sales email to all respondents who voted “yes” in the initial email was 

sent approximately six weeks later to measure conversion to sale amongst the 

consumers that engaged with the questionnaire (Appendix 5). The email included 

information about bulk shipping and UK bottling in relation to the carbon footprint. A 

sales email was sent to another customer group at the same time for comparative 

purposes. 
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4.3.4 Communication flow chart 

Figure 4: Communication during the campaign. 

 

 

  

55,647 customers receive initial email 

marketing – each customer receives one of 

three email versions. 

. 

Version 1: climate-friendly Version 2: price, origin and 

grape 
Version 3: hybrid 

Vote: Would you like to see 

more climate-friendly wines 

lining the shelves of 

Majestic stores? 

Vote: Would you like to see 

more wines like this lining 

the shelves of Majestic 

stores? 

Questionnaire 

 Q1: Awareness of wine carbon footprint. 

Q2: Likelihood of buying climate-friendly 

wines. 

Q3: Relative importance of considerations 

when purchasing. 

Q4: How retailers could highlight climate-

friendly options. 

Follow up sales email 

Yes No 
Yes No 
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 4.4 Consumer research challenges 

Only those with an email subscription were included in the research. Two of the 

email versions focused on a largely misunderstood shipping method, and there was 

a risk that the questions themselves determined some of the answers, making 

respondents appear more engaged with the topic. Measuring conversion to sale 

sought to address this. 

4.5 Trade interviews 

Semi-structured interviews with nine UK wine trade professionals were conducted by 

email to provide context for the study. Participants were contacted ahead of the 

research to test willingness to respond and to discuss the subject in general. 

Discussions were used to prepare the consumer questionnaire. In-depth interviews 

were then conducted over three months between January and March 2019 in person 

and by email. Nine questions were presented (Appendix 6). 

4.6 Data collection and analysis 

The data from the campaign were analysed using Microsoft Excel. Comments made 

in the questionnaire (Appendix 4) and trade interviews were collected as qualitative 

data to provide additional insight.  
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5. Results and Analysis 

5.1 Consumer research 

Section 5.1.1 analyses the email metrics to assess consumer engagement with 

climate-friendly wine. Section 5.1.2 evaluates the responses to the four-part 

questionnaire. Section 5.1.3 analyses the results of the follow-up sales email and 

5.1.4 summarises all findings. 

5.1.1 Analysis of email metrics 

Of the 55,647 customers that were contacted, 17,044 (30.6%) opened their email 

(open rate). A total of 729 customers voted in the email, 4.3% of those who opened 

their email, and 1.3% of all customers contacted (response rate).  

The results show that differences between the results of the three email versions 

were not statistically significant. The climate-friendly content in the subject line or 

email text did not significantly affect how recipients behaved. This may be the result 

of the leading questions and incentive voucher that provided the opportunity to divert 

consumers to the subsequent questionnaire. There was no downside to answering 

“yes” or “no” to the first question posed in any of the three emails. 

5.1.1.1 Open rate 

Table 3 shows that 31.1% of the consumers who received email Version 1 (climate-

friendly subject line) opened their email. 30.5% of those who received hybrid Version 

3 opened their email.  A similar 30.3% of consumers opened email Version 2, which 

had no mention of climate-friendly in the subject line, suggesting it was not the 

subject line that drove the slightly higher open rate of Version 1. 
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Table 3: Open rate 

Campaign Name Emails sent Opens Open Rate 

Email Version 1 – climate-friendly 18,548 5,763 31.1% 

Email Version 2 – price, origin and grape 18,544 5,620 30.3% 

Email Version 3 – hybrid 18,555 5,661 30.5% 

Total 55,647 17,044 30.6% 

 

Further analysis using a chi-square test (Table 4) shows that the higher open rate for 

Version 1 over Version 2 is not statistically significant. The p value of this analysis 

was 0.110466, higher than the 0.05 needed to reach a 95% confidence level. Based 

on this, it cannot be asserted that the climate-friendly subject line drove the higher 

open rate of Version 1. A chi-square test is used since the data are nominal and 

independent of each other. 

Table 4: Chi-square analysis of email Versions 1 and 2 open rates 

 Actual Opens Actual Unopens Total 

Email Version 1 5,763 12,785 18,548 

Email Version 2 5,620 12,924 18,544 

Total 11,383 25,709 37,092 

 

 Expected Opens6 Expected Unopens Total 

Email Version 1 5,692 12,856 18,548 

Email Version 2 5,691 12,853 18,544 

Total 11,383 25,709 37,092 

 

Chi-square 0.882775299 0.390860447 

 0.882965717 0.390944757 

2.54754622   

 

Significance level (p value) 0.110466 

 

                                                             
6 Based on the average open rate of the campaign 30.6%  
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X2 (1, N = 37092) = 2.54754622, p = 0.110466 

Table 5 shows the open rate of email Version 1 compared to results from a similar 

“yes”/”no” question (engagement) email campaign in Summer 2018 testing interest in 

“natural wine”, which achieved 21.3% open rate (Pyatt, 2019, pers. comm). Version 

1 delivered a 31.1% open rate and Version 3, 30.5%, although Version 2 also 

delivered 30.3% with no mention of climate-friendly in the subject line. Given the 

climate-friendly subject line had no impact on the open rate, but all three email 

versions had a higher open rate than that of the “natural wine” email, these results 

may perhaps suggest a lower level of interest in “natural wine” amongst customers of 

this particular retailer. 

Table 5: Open rate vs previous “natural wine” email campaign 

 Emails sent Opened Open Rate 

Natural Wine 
Campaign 

432,765 92,179 21.3% 

Email Version 1 18,548 5,763 31.1% 
 

Table 6 illustrates that the open rates of the three emails sent were largely in line 

with other chardonnay email marketing campaigns sent in 2019. 

Table 6: Typical open rates of chardonnay sales emails 

 Emails sent Opened Open Rate7 

£10.99 US chardonnay 117,282 32,490 27.7% 

£9.99 US chardonnay 60,843 18,078 29.7% 

£8.99 South African chardonnay 25,038 7,521 30.0% 

£6.99 New Zealand chardonnay 38,737 12,435 32.1% 

 

                                                             
7 Source: Majestic Wine marketing team, 2019 
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The lack of statistical significance between the open rates of Versions 1 and 2 and 

the similarity to other chardonnay campaigns means it cannot be confirmed that it 

was the climate-friendly messaging that drove the higher open rate compared to the 

previous natural wine campaign.  

5.1.1.2 The initial vote 

Of the 17,044 emails opened, 729 voted in response to the initial question posed in 

the email sent to them. Table 7 shows the respondents who voted on the initial 

question (response rate), according to the email version received. 

Table 7: Response rate 

 Emails 
sent 

Opened Responses 
(votes) 

% 
responses 
of emails 

sent 

% 
Responses 
of emails 
opened 

Email Version 1 18,548 5,763 249 1.3% 4.3% 

Email Version 2  18,544 5,620 251 1.4% 4.5% 

Email Version 3  18,555 5,661 229 1.2% 4.1% 

Total 55,647 17,044 729 1.3% 4.3% 

 

The marketing team suggested an average response rate to an engagement email to 

be between 0.5% and 1%, which all versions exceeded with an average of 1.3%. 

The greatest response rate was from Version 2 with 1.4% of emails sent and 4.5% of 

emails opened. The results between each version appear too slight to show a 

substantial difference driven by the email content. The emails’ subject lines and 

content did not significantly affect the likelihood of the recipient voting or completing 

the questionnaire.  
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Table 8: Votes 

  
Yes votes No votes 

Total 
votes Voted yes 

Email Version 1 227 22 249 91% 

Email Version 2  238 13 251 95% 

Email Version 3 212 17 229 93% 

Total 677 52 729 93% 

Table 8 shows that the greatest proportion of “yes” votes (with 95%) was email 

Version 2, which also had the highest response rate. Email Version 2 asked a more 

open question about seeing “more wines like this” which may have attracted more 

“yes” votes than the question specifically about climate-friendly wines. Email Version 

1, which focused principally on the climate-friendly message, had the lowest 

proportion of “yes” votes at 91%. Hybrid Version 3 achieved 93% “yes” votes. 

However, the analysis in Table 9 confirms that there is not a statistical significance 

between the voting patterns and the different email versions. 

Table 9: Chi-square analysis of the voting 

 Actual yes votes Actual no votes Total 

Email Version 1 227 22 249 

Email Version 2 238 13 251 

Email Version 3 212 17 229 
Total 677 52 729 

 

 Expected yes votes Expected no votes Total 

Email Version 1 231 18 249 

Email Version 2 233 18 251 

Email Version 3 213 16 229 

Total 677 52 729 

 

Chi-square 0.077696493 1.011548568 

 0.103172077 1.343221080 

 0.002081286 0.027096745 

2.564816249   
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Significance level (p value) 0.277369 

 

X2 (2, N = 729) = 2.564816249, p = 0.277369 

The level of discrepancy between voting patterns found in Table 9 would be 

expected by chance 27.77% of the time, and is therefore not sufficient to be 95% 

confident that the differences were driven by the emails’ content and subject lines. 

This analysis shows that the recipients may be just as likely to vote “yes” on any 

question, rather than because of the appeal of climate-friendly wines in the case of 

Version 1 and 3. There was no downside to voting “no”, but there was an incentive to 

provide an answer, which may have resulted in more “yes” votes. The somewhat 

leading question nevertheless provided the opportunity to drive respondents to the 

questionnaire to glean greater insight into the potential of marketing the climate-

friendly aspect of bulk shipping and UK bottling. 
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5.1.2 Analysis of consumer questionnaire responses 

5.1.2.1 Awareness of carbon footprint 

Table 10 summarises how the 729 consumers responded to Q1 which related to 

awareness of carbon footprint (Appendix 3). Tables 11 to 13 analyse the results 

according to how respondents voted in each email version. 

Table 10: Q1: Before today, were you aware of the carbon footprint of the 
wines you buy or drink? 

All respondents Yes - aware Somewhat 
aware 

No – not aware 

Voted “yes” 97 14.3% 244 36.0% 336 49.6% 

Voted “no”  11 21.2% 12 23.1% 29 55.8% 
Total 108 14.8% 256 35.1% 365 50.1% 

 

Table 10 shows that 50.1% of all consumers say they are unaware of the carbon 

footprint of wines they buy or drink, and a further 35.1% are only somewhat aware. 

Only 14.8% of all respondents stated they were aware. 

Table 11: Q1, Version 1 only 

Version 1 only Yes – aware Somewhat 
aware 

No – not aware 

Voted “yes” – do want to see 
more climate-friendly wines 

25 11.0% 90 39.7% 112 49.3% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more climate-friendly wines. 

5 22.7% 5 22.7% 12 54.6% 

Total 30 12.1% 95 38.1% 124 49.8% 

 

Table 12: Q1, Version 2 only 

Version 2 only Yes - aware Somewhat 
aware 

No – not aware 

Voted “yes” – do want to see 
more wines like this 

41 17.2% 76 31.9% 121 50.8% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more wines like this 

1 7.7% 4 30.8% 8 61.5% 

Total 42 16.7% 80 31.9% 129 51.4% 
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Table 13: Q1, Version 3 

Version 3 only Yes - aware Somewhat 
aware 

No – not aware 

Voted “yes” – do want to see 
more climate-friendly wines 

31 14.6% 78 36.8% 103 48.6% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more climate-friendly wines 

5 29.4% 3 17.7% 9 52.9% 

Total 36 15.7% 81 35.4% 112 48.9% 

 

Table 12 shows that respondents who received email Version 2, which gave the 

least information about the wine’s carbon footprint, showed the highest level of 

awareness, with 16.7% stating they were aware compared with 15.7% who received 

Version 3 (Table 13) and 12.1% who received Version 1 (Table 11). Furthermore, 

more people who received email Version 2 said they were not aware: 51.4% 

compared to 48.9% for Version 3 and 49.8% for Version 1. 

The results indicate there is a small segment of consumers contemplating the carbon 

footprint of wine, represented by the 14.8% who state they are “aware” and 35.1% 

who are “somewhat aware”. Further investigation into how climate-friendly 

information could be communicated might benefit these consumers. 
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Figure 5: Comments made after Q1: “Before today, were you aware of the 
carbon footprint of the wines you buy or drink?” (Appendix 4) 

 

 

 

Fifty-nine respondents (8.1%), left comments after Q1 (Appendix 4). At least nine 

respondents were enthusiastic about the potential for climate-friendly wines. At least 

six respondents acknowledged that it was not a concept they had contemplated 

before.  
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At least four comments questioned the practice of bulk shipping and UK bottling from 

a quality point of view. One respondent stated they prefer wine bottled at source so 

that the winemaker has full control of quality. This was predictable after the literature 

review and preliminary trade conversations, and an attempt was made to pre-empt 

this in the questionnaire using the phrase “assuming all wines are high quality”. 

Words like “bigger”, “distances”, and “long” included in the comments section after 

Q1 indicate that respondents had contemplated the length of the journey from new 

world ports to the UK market, suggesting some familiarity with concepts like “food 

miles”.  

5.1.2.2 Likelihood of buying climate-friendly wines 

Table 14 summarises how consumers responded to Q2 according to how they voted 

in the initial email. In Versions 1 and 3 they were voting “yes” if they wanted to see 

more climate-friendly wines. In Version 2 they were voting “yes” if they wanted to see 

more wines like the one presented. Tables 15 to 17 show the responses according to 

each email version. 
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5.1.2.2.1 Q2, All Email Versions 

Table 14: Q2: Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you which wines 
were climate-friendly, would you be more likely to buy them? 

All respondents Yes – more 
likely 

Somewhat 
more likely 

No – not more 
likely 

Voted “yes” 323 47.7% 295 43.6% 59 8.7% 

Voted “no”  7 13.5% 12 23.1% 33 63.5% 

Total 330 45.3% 307 42.1% 92 12.6% 

 

If respondents voted “no” in the initial email (Table 8, page 26), i.e. if they expressed 

no interest in climate-friendly wines or in buying more wines like the Californian 

chardonnay, they were more likely to answer “no” to Q2. 

Results in Table 14 show 63.5% of all respondents who voted “no” in the initial vote 

said they would not be more likely to buy climate-friendly wines. Figure 6 illustrates 

the noticeable difference in how respondents answered Q2 depending on how they 

voted initially.  

Figure 6 - Radar chart of Table 14 illustrating how those who voted in all three 
email versions answered Q2 “Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told 
you which wines were climate-friendly, would you be more likely to buy 
them?” 
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5.1.2.2.2 Q2, Version 1 only 

Table 15: Q2, Version 1 

Version 1 only Yes – more 
likely 

Somewhat 
more likely 

No – not more 
likely 

Voted “yes” – want to see more 
climate-friendly wines 

126 55.5% 96 42.3% 5 2.2% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more climate-friendly wines 

1 4.6% 3 13.6% 18 81.8% 

Total 127 51% 99 39.8% 23 9.2% 

 

Table 15 shows that if shown carbon footprint information, respondents answered 

more emphatically, with 81.8% of those from email Version 1 answering “no” to Q2. 

Figure 7 illustrates this more extreme pattern of response to Q2 if respondents had 

seen climate-friendly information and voted “no”. Chi-square analysis shows that the 

answers to Q2 from respondents of email Version 1 were significantly influenced by 

the climate-friendly messaging, X2 = (2, N = 249) = 18.9650, p = <0.05. 

Figure 7 - Radar chart of Table 15 illustrating how those who voted in email 
Version 1 answered Q2 “Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you 
which wines were climate-friendly, would you be more likely to buy them?” 
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5.1.2.2.3 Q2, Version 2 only 

Table 16: Q2, Version 2 

Version 2 only Yes – more 
likely 

Somewhat 
more likely 

No – not more 
likely 

Voted “yes” – want to see more 
wines like this 

74 31.1% 121 50.8% 43 18.1% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more wines like this 

3 23% 5 38.5% 5 38.5% 

Total 77 30.7% 126 50.2% 48 19.1% 

 

When shown less information about climate-friendly wines in email Version 2, results 

were more evenly spread (Table 16). 38.5% of respondents answered “no” and 

38.5% answered “somewhat”. Figure 8 illustrates these more evenly spread results if 

respondents were provided with minimal climate-friendly information. Chi-square 

analysis shows that the recipients of Version 2 answered significantly differently 

without the climate-friendly detail of the other two versions, X2 = (2, N = 251) = 

42.9429, p=<0.05.  

Figure 8 - Radar chart of Table 16 illustrating how those who voted in email 
Version 2 answered Q2 “Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you 
which wines were climate-friendly, would you be more likely to buy them?” 
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5.1.2.2.4 Q2, Version 3 only 

Table 17: Q2, Version 3 

Version 3 only Yes – more 
likely 

Somewhat 
more likely 

No – not more 
likely 

Voted “yes” – want to see more 
climate- friendly wines 

123 58% 78 36.8% 11 5.2% 

Voted “no” – do not want to see 
more climate-friendly wines 

3 17.7% 4 23.5% 10 58.8% 

Total 126 55% 82 35.8% 21 9.2% 

 

Similar to Version 1, the results of Version 3 appear to suggest that showing climate-

friendly information saw a higher proportion of respondents saying they would be 

more likely to buy if they had voted “yes” initially. Likewise, of those who had voted 

“no” initially, the majority also answered “no, not more likely” to Q2. 

5.1.2.2.5 Summary of Q2 results 

If respondents voted “yes” in the initial vote, i.e. they expressed interest in climate-

friendly wines or in buying more wines like the Californian chardonnay, they were 

more likely to answer “yes” or “somewhat” to Q2 than if they had voted “no”. 

Providing climate-friendly information to these consumers may result in greater 

willingness to purchase.  

When shown climate-friendly information, respondents were more likely to answer 

“yes” to Q2, with 55.5% in Version 1 (Table 15) and 58% in Version 3 (Table 17). 

When not shown information, respondents were most likely to answer “somewhat”, 

with 50.8% of responses from those who had voted “yes” in the initial email vote 

(Table 16). Furthermore, Table 16 shows that 31.1% of respondents who received 

email Version 2 answered “yes” to Q2, indicating that even with minimal climate-
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friendly information, there are some consumers who say they would likely buy these 

wines if presented with them in future. 

Overall, the relationship between the vote given in the initial email and the answer 

given to Q2 suggests that consumers who already self-select as interested may be 

more likely to favour climate-friendly wines later when making purchasing decisions. 

More information may have an impact on the decision to buy more climate-friendly 

wines with over 50% of respondents in Versions 1 and 3 answering that they would 

be more likely buy them. Conversely, the data shows that consumers who do not 

favour climate-friendly wines will largely respond negatively when presented with this 

information when purchasing. This might dissuade retailers from highlighting climate-

friendly options to all consumers. Instead, retailers may yield better results through 

targeted marketing to customers identified as interested in climate-friendly wines. 
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5.1.2.2.6 Comments made after Q2 

Figure 9: “Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you which wines 
were climate-friendly, would you be more likely to buy them?”  (Appendix 4) 

 

 
 

Fifty-four comments were left after Q2: at 7.41% of the total respondents, this was 

slightly fewer than after Q1. Comments after Q2 appear to relate more to the 
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question itself compared to Q1, perhaps in reaction to a more pointed question about 

future purchasing decisions.  

Respondents seemed to have considered bulk shipping and bottling when 

commenting, with several mentions of “bottling” and “transport”. Quality was 

mentioned as a concern more often in the comments on Q2 than Q1 with at least 

thirteen mentions, even though the question was worded to provide confidence that 

high quality could be achieved by wines transported in this way. Similarly, words like 

“taste” and “depends” also featured and suggest that customers could struggle to 

reconcile the industrial concept of moving wine in bulk for bottling in market, and high 

quality. This implies the wine industry could make additional information available for 

environmentally minded consumers about the technical aspects of the supply chain 

and what effect, if any, they have on wine quality. Despite 45.3% of respondents 

saying they would be more likely to purchase climate-friendly wines, communicating 

bulk shipping and UK bottling specifically as climate-friendly may not increase 

willingness to purchase without some educational marketing by relevant parts of the 

wine industry such as media or regional marketing bodies.   
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5.1.2.3 Relative importance of considerations when purchasing. 

Table 18 and Figure 10 show responses to Q3. It shows that customers valued 

information about reduced carbon footprint less than traditional decision factors like 

grape, price or origin. Only label design consistently scored lower than reduced 

carbon footprint.  

Table 18: Q3: Assuming all wines are high quality, rank the following in order 
of importance to you when selecting a wine to purchase or drink, 1 being the 
most important.  

  
  Grape Price 

Country, 
region 

Reduced 
carbon 

footprint Label design 

Rank 1 462 63.4% 149 20.4% 104 14.3% 13 1.8% 1 0.1% 

Rank 2 166 22.8% 251 34.4% 252 34.6% 56 7.7% 4 0.6% 

Rank 3 67 9.2% 256 35.1% 209 28.7% 173 23.7% 24 3.3% 

Rank 4 33 4.5% 74 10.2% 153 21.0% 364 49.9% 105 14.4% 

Rank 5 12 1.7% 12 1.7% 22 3.0% 112 15.4% 571 78.3% 

 

Figure 10: Bar chart illustrating responses to Q3 
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Reduced carbon footprint was most commonly selected as the fourth most important 

factor (50% of respondents). This suggests that for many consumers, reduced 

carbon footprint would be “nice to have” rather than a determining factor in 

purchasing. However, 10% of the respondents ranked “reduced carbon footprint” as 

first or second most important and 24% ranked it third. This indicates that a 

marketing strategy targeting this more committed customer segment could be 

effective. 

5.1.2.4 How retailers could highlight climate-friendly options. 

Table 19 indicates that consumers are open to a range of methods for 

communicating climate-friendly information, with no obvious preference between 

bottle label, shelf stickers and online description. 

Table 19: Q4: How could retailers highlight climate-friendly options? Click all 
that apply. 

 Responses Responses 

Bottle label 515 71% 

Shelf stickers 456 63% 

Online description 469 64% 

Other, please specify 15 2% 

 

Respondents left alternative suggestions to answer Q4 in the comments (Appendix 

4). Twenty respondents left suggestions without ticking the box for “other”, giving a 

total of thirty-five responses. Although a small proportion of those surveyed, it does 

illustrate the thoughts of the more engaged respondents who took the time to make 

suggestions. The most relevant suggestions are grouped in Table 20.   
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Table 20: Suggestions from Q4 comments. 

 No. of respondents 
suggesting this method 

% of total suggestions 

Dedicated space 7 20.0% 
Price Promotion 6 17.1% 
Logo 5 14.3% 
Alternative packaging 4 11.4% 
Email 4 11.4% 
Grading system 2 5.7% 
Staff knowledge 2 5.7% 
Advertise CO2 saving 1 2.9% 
Marketing 1 2.9% 
Mixed Case 1 2.9% 
Showcase tasting 1 2.9% 
TV 1 2.9% 
Total 35 100.0% 

 

Dedicated space was the most popular suggestion for highlighting climate-friendly 

wines, with seven mentions. This may be influenced by other emerging food and 

drink categories e.g. organic or “free from”.  

Six respondents suggested price promotion. Although the literature review 

suggested certain consumers will spend more on products that fit their lifestyle 

choices (Barber et al., 2009) some consumers may need an extra incentive to 

choose climate-friendly wines.  

Five suggested a generic logo and there was some scepticism in the comments, e.g. 

“Would also need to know the criteria used to establish climate-friendly wine was 

genuine” which indicates a standardised approach to communicating carbon footprint 

would ensure credibility. 

Four people suggested email, implying extra information may help customers. This 

study showed that just under a third of consumers would be likely to open such an 

email. Two suggested staff knowledge to target those customers more likely to buy if 
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given more information. Two suggested a grading system, similar to large household 

electrical goods.  

There were individual suggestions for marketing, advertising and TV, but also one 

suggestion for “showcase tasting”, indicating this respondent focuses on wine quality 

regardless of environmental impact. This correlates with the qualitative data from the 

consumer questionnaire. 

These results do not provide robust data the industry could reliably act upon, but 

they do illustrate the thoughts of some of the more engaged respondents. The 

variety of suggestions indicates there is little consistency in how alternative 

categories are highlighted for consumers. 

5.1.3 Conversion to sales 

Table 21 presents the results from a follow-up email sent to test if those 677 

customers who voted “yes” in the initial email (Table 8, page 26) would purchase. 

This included those who received email Version 2 which only had a passing mention 

of climate-friendly. The follow-up email group (Group A) performed better on all 

metrics when compared to Group B, who were sent a traditional sales email for the 

Californian chardonnay. Group B consisted of similar consumers known to buy “rich 

white wines” but who had not previously been contacted as part of this study. Group 

A had been contacted in the study and had shown interest; this may have driven 

some of the favourable results. 
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Table 21: Follow-up sales email 

Email Subject 
Line 

Sent Opens Open 
Rate 

Click-
through 

Rate 

Conversion 
Rate 

Revenue 
per 

email 

Group A 
(Those 
that 
voted 
yes) 

You voted – 
we listened! 
Grab brand 
new 
Pescadero 
Point 
Chardonnay 
from just 
£6.99 

677 469 69.3% 11.3% 37.7% £1.81 

Group B 
(Other 
customer 
group) 

Grab brand 
new 
Pescadero 
Point 
Chardonnay 
from just 
£6.99 

22,443 7,278 32.4% 3.7% 18.2% £0.20 

      Average 
revenue 
provided by 
email 
marketing 
team 

£0.19 

 

The open rate was higher for Group A, indicating that these customers remained 

engaged when contacted again. Conversion to sale for Group A was 37.7%, closer 

to the anticipated 45.3% who said they would likely purchase climate-friendly wines if 

presented with them (Table 14, page 32) compared to Group B at 18.2%. Revenue 

per email was higher than Group B. It was also much higher than the average of 

£0.19 per email provided by the email marketing team at Majestic Wine. 

Group B were sent a traditional sales email without reference to the earlier vote in 

the engagement email as this did not apply to them. It had no climate-friendly 

content. This email delivered the expected average revenue per email (Pyatt, 2019, 

pers. comm). Furthermore, when the wine was next marketed by email (June 2019), 

it delivered a 20.07% conversion rate and £0.25 revenue per email, confirming these 
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metrics are in line with the average provided by the email marketing team at Majestic 

Wine. 

The chi-square analysis below shows that the improved metrics on the email sent to 

Group A is statistically significant.  

Table 22: Chi-square analysis of the open rate of the follow up sales email 

 Actual Opened Actual Unopened Total 

Group A – those 
who voted “yes” 

469 208 677 

Group B – other 
customer group 

7,278 15,165 22,443 

Total 7,747 15,373 23,120 

 

 Expected Opened Expected 
Unopened 

Total 

Group A 226.84771 450.15229 677 

Group B 7,520.15229 14,922.84771 22,443 

Total 7,747 15,373 23,120 

 

Chi-square 258.4894215 130.2619884 

 7.797412928 3.929392959 

400.4782158   
 

Significance level (p value) <.05 

 

X2 (1, N = 23,120) = 400.4782158, p = <0.05 

This analysis and p value of <0.05 indicates that the difference was not chance-

driven. Group A had already been contacted about the product in the earlier 

engagement email campaign. Nevertheless, customers appear more likely to engage 

with this sales email if they had “self-selected” as favouring the product, either 
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because of the appeal of its climate-friendly status or the initial email’s traditional 

marketing cues. 

The increased conversion to sale in the follow-up sales email to Group A suggests 

there is value in identifying groups of consumers likely to favour climate-friendly 

wines. The campaign’s earlier results suggest it is also valuable to identify those who 

will not react positively to climate-friendly marketing and ensure they are omitted 

from any such communication. If concern about climate change is increasing, there 

may be value in revisiting those consumers at a later date to check whether their 

interest in climate-friendly purchasing has changed. 

5.1.4 Summary of consumer research 

Around one-third of consumers opened the initial email and over 90% of those voted 

in favour of seeing more climate-friendly wine or wines like Majestic Wine’s 

Californian chardonnay. 

Self-assessed awareness of wine carbon footprint was low at just under 14.8%. 

Some respondents questioned the effect on quality, but 45.3% said their purchasing 

would be positively influenced by climate-friendly information and 42.1% somewhat 

positively. 

Reduced carbon footprint information was fourth in importance when purchasing, 

behind more traditional marketing cues. There was a wide variety of suggestions for 

how environmental information could be communicated.  

The sales email targeting the consumers who showed interest in the first email 

marketing (Group A) delivered a higher than average open rate, conversion rate and 

revenue per email compared to the other customer group (Group B). This suggests 
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there is value for retailers in identifying customers who believe they are more likely to 

purchase climate-friendly wines, and marketing to them, even if they are also likely to 

use traditional marketing cues to determine their purchasing decisions.  
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5.2 Trade Interviews 

5.2.1 Overview of trade interviews 

The trade interviews focused on the UK market. Interviewees included retailers, 

distributors, producers and bottlers. Q1 gave some context by asking what 

proportion of their business involved bulk shipping and UK bottling.  

Table 23: Q1: What proportion of your business is bulk shipping and/or UK 
bottling? 

Name Job Title Company Proportion of 
business involving 
bulk shipping and 
UK bottling 

Interviewee 1 Marketing Director Kingsland 
Drinks 

90% 

Interviewee 2 Sales Director Andrew Peace 
Wines 

83% 

Interviewee 3 Senior Marketing 
Manager 

E&J Gallo Elected not to answer 

Interviewee 4 Business Sector 
Controller 

Kingsland 
Drinks 

90% 

Interviewee 5 Senior Operations 
Manager 

WX Brands 35% 

Interviewee 6 Technical 
Manager 

Off Piste Wines 60% 

Interviewee 7 Wine Director Naked Wines 
UK 

30% 

Interviewee 8 Sales Director Off Piste Wines 60% 

Interviewee 9 Buyer Majestic Wine 15% 

 

5.2.2 Analysis of trade interview responses 

Subsequent questions (Appendix 6) asked about environmental strategies, 

consumer awareness of bulk shipping and UK bottling, and climate-friendly 

marketing. Where the business name is indicated below and two individuals were 

interviewed from that business (e.g. Kingsland Drinks), this was the business stance 
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or strategy from both interviewees. Where an individual is named, it should be 

considered their individual point of view based on their industry knowledge. 

5.2.2.1 Environmental strategies 

Cost price was the primary objective for all respondents when considering the choice 

to bulk ship and bottle in market (one did not answer). Producer Andrew Peace 

added that the low pricing of Australian wine in the UK increased the popularity of 

bulk shipping, and although pricing has now increased because of demand from 

China and the poor 2017 harvest, bulk shipping remains the predominant method for 

customers to benefit from cheaper European glass pricing. Q2 asked respondents to 

explain how environmental factors related to other business objectives when making 

the decision to bulk ship and bottle in the UK. All respondents placed environmental 

factors last, behind objectives such as product style, availability and quality. This 

supports the literature review which suggested the environmental benefits of bulk 

shipping would not be the primary concern of wine businesses (Varsei et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, only two of the businesses (Naked Wines and Kingsland Drinks) 

confirmed they have an environmental agenda that bulk shipping contributes to. 

5.2.2.2 Awareness of bulk shipping and UK bottling amongst consumers 

Most respondents thought a small group may be aware of bulk shipping and UK 

bottling or “Very, very few. Almost none.” (Interviewee 7). Only one respondent 

(Interviewee 6) asserted that a significant group of consumers would be aware, 

because wines bottled in this way are reviewed increasingly by journalists and critics, 

and consumers may be more familiar given the large amount of bulk-shipped wines 

on supermarket shelves. It was suggested by Interviewee 3 that if customers do 
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consider the environmental impact of purchases, it is more likely to be in the context 

of packaging materials rather than transport or bottling location. Interviewee 1 quoted 

results from Kingsland Drinks’ own research that reported 95% of consumers do not 

think about it. Similarly, this study indicated that only a small proportion (14.8%) of 

respondents claims to be aware of the carbon footprint of wine, suggesting it is 

unlikely consumers are familiar with the impact of bulk shipping on wine carbon 

footprint. 

5.2.2.3 Using bulk shipping and UK bottling in marketing and communication 

Only one respondent indicated that they actively communicate about shipping and 

packing methods to consumers. Naked Wines UK explain their European bottling 

programme in the FAQ section of their website, and train Customer Service 

representatives to explain it in case quality is questioned when a customer notices 

the German bottling address printed on the back label of a “New World” wine. No 

other respondent indicated that they were planning to do anything similar. This 

mirrors studies by Grankvist et al. (2004) and Coyle (2015) who hypothesise that 

environmental labelling can have a negative effect on some consumers’ willingness 

to purchase.  

Most respondents suggested there is a small market for bulk-shipped wines 

marketed as climate-friendly with potential to grow, similar to organic or vegan wines. 

One respondent suggested topics like water availability or vineyard management are 

more engaging to consumers compared to the practice of bulk shipping and UK 

bottling (Interviewee 3). The literature review also only found a limited focus on the 

impact of transportation on wine carbon footprint (see section 3.1).  
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Interestingly, when asked who is best placed to communicate that message, most 

respondents pointed to a different area of the trade from their own, suggesting there 

is little consensus within the industry. Most retailers suggested the messaging could 

be included in the packaging created by brand owners and producers (71% of 

consumer respondents agreed that the bottle label would be a good place to 

highlight climate-friendly wines). Distributors and agents suggested it should be 

addressed through point-of-sale material (63% of the consumer respondents agreed 

that “shelf stickers” would be a good way of highlighting climate-friendly wines). 

Although in the consumer research six out of 35 suggested price promotion, none of 

the trade interviewees suggested this. This could indicate nervousness amongst the 

trade to commit financially to promoting climate-friendly wines, or perhaps general 

unease about discounting.  

5.2.3 Summary of trade interviews 

The interviews showed that the priority when deciding to bulk ship wine is cost, with 

the reduced carbon footprint a coincidence recognised by some of the interviewees. 

The majority thought it unlikely that consumers would be aware of bulk shipping and 

UK bottling or would consider it when purchasing. The majority showed limited 

appetite for communicating bulk shipping and UK bottling to consumers. It was 

conceded that awareness could increase with appropriate communication.  
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6. Research Limitations 

The perceived lower quality of bulk-shipped wines is a pervading narrative that could 

not be fully addressed in this study. Addressing this could prove useful to those 

looking to increase climate-friendly marketing.  

This study focused on customers likely to buy Californian chardonnay at a near-entry 

level price from one specific retailer, and further research could test attitudes with 

other wine categories and customer groups.  

There were some leading questions used early in the research to allow the maximum 

number of responses to be captured. 

This study has focused on shipping and bottling, ignoring alternative packaging. 

Replacing glass could reduce the carbon footprint and a similar study could use this 

as a variable, not least with 7.5% of wine in the UK now bought in formats other than 

75cl glass (Cooke, 2019, pers. comm). 
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7. Conclusion 

This study examined the potential of using the reduced carbon footprint of bulk 

shipping and UK bottling as a marketing message. It measured awareness of wine 

carbon footprint amongst consumers and assessed whether willingness to purchase 

would be affected if wines were marketed as climate-friendly. 

7.1 How aware are UK consumers of the carbon footprint of wine? 

Consumers are largely unaware of the carbon footprint of wine. Only 14.8% of those 

asked said they were aware of the carbon footprint of wine, whereas 50.1% said they 

were not aware, and 35.1% said they were somewhat aware. This was corroborated 

by the wine trade professionals interviewed, who indicated that almost all UK wine 

consumers would be unaware. This indicates the potential to grow consumer 

awareness. 

7.2 Are consumers interested in the impact of bulk shipping and UK bottling 

on carbon footprint? 

Although the open rate of the climate-friendly emails exceeded expectations, and 

over 90% of respondents voted to see more climate-friendly wines on retailer 

shelves, the differences in results compared to the more traditional email were not 

statistically significant. The higher open rate is not sufficient to say that consumers 

are interested in the impact of bulk shipping and UK bottling on the climate-

friendliness of the wines they buy.  

However, when asked specifically about climate-friendly wines, “bottling” and 

“transport” were occasionally mentioned in the comments section, indicating that a 

small number of respondents were considering the information about bulk shipping 
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and UK bottling in their answers. This shows some potential interest and an 

opportunity to increase interest. 

7.3 If information on the carbon footprint of bulk shipping and UK bottling was 

presented in email marketing would it influence their purchasing decisions 

positively? 

The open and response rates showed no statistical evidence consumers are actively 

seeking climate-friendly options. The questionnaire, however, suggested a significant 

proportion of shoppers feel they would be influenced positively when making 

purchasing decisions if they were presented with information about reduced carbon 

footprint. 45.3% stated they were more likely to buy climate-friendly wines and 42.1% 

were somewhat likely. This indicates some consumers would be influenced by 

information about environmentally friendly transport and bottling if they were looking 

to make sustainable purchasing decisions. This aligns with the Global SOLA 2019 

report which stated that sustainably produced wine was second and environmentally 

friendly wine was fourth in their opportunity index (2019, p.25).  

The qualitative data gleaned from the campaign suggested purchasing decisions 

could be negatively affected by adverse quality associations with bulk-shipped wine. 

Literature suggested that “bulk freighting of wine can be looked upon with some 

disfavour” (Garnett, 2007, p.25). The trade interviews reinforced this, making it likely 

that the main reason for not marketing the environmental benefits of bulk 

transportation and bottling in the UK is this association with poor quality.  

Although some consumers felt knowing the environmental impact would increase 

their willingness to purchase, carbon footprint was lower in priority compared to more 

traditional factors such as grape, price or origin. Purchasing decisions that lie outside 
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of the price could be of interest to those looking to maximise value in the wine they 

sell. For consumers interested in provenance and their own environmental impact, 

marketing the steps taken to transport and package wine may prove useful in helping 

those customers make environmentally sustainable decisions. It is probable that 

although 45.3% of customers said they would be positively influenced by climate-

friendly marketing, they will consider it after more traditional cues in their decision 

hierarchy, and the return-on-investment of marketing wines as climate-friendly may 

therefore vary depending on the product in question.  

The higher conversion to sales and revenue per email in the follow-up sales 

campaign suggests that those customers who said they were interested in climate-

friendly wines were indeed more likely to purchase wines marketed to them in this 

way, although marketing to these customers twice about the same wine may also 

have had some positive effect on the conversion to sale. This corroborates research 

by Sogari et al. (2017) and Grankvist et al. (2004) who found the higher the interest 

in environmental sustainability, the more likely it is the consumer will be affected by 

the marketing. The sales results indicate it could be worthwhile for retailers to 

highlight climate-friendly wines if interested customers are identified and other 

favourable marketing cues such as grape or origin appeal to them. However, if 

customers who look negatively on bulk shipping are contacted, their purchasing 

decisions could be affected negatively. This may make communicating bulk-shipped 

wines as climate-friendly risky for retailers unless they have a strategy on how to 

identify their audience. 
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7.4 Should the industry communicate to wine consumers the carbon footprint 

benefits of bulk shipping and UK-bottled wine? 

The wine industry professionals interviewed believe that the practice of bulk shipping 

and UK bottling is not understood by consumers and would be difficult to market 

when compared to traditional environmental cues like pesticide or water use, or to 

recyclable packaging. The trade research in the Global SOLA 2019 report found that 

sustainability offered the greatest opportunity amongst alternative wine categories. 

Poor-quality associations with bulk shipping present a challenge in the trade and 

there appears to be low interest in addressing this. The consumer questionnaire 

shows that the practice of bulk shipping and UK bottling is not well understood and 

consumers are largely unaware of wine carbon footprint. It also shows that 

consumers are perhaps more interested in knowing about carbon footprint and 

making environmentally conscientious purchasing decisions than the trade 

interviews assumed. Even if other marketing cues may take priority, the email sales 

data from this study shows that when the most interested customers are identified 

and targeted, campaigns can deliver higher than expected revenue per email.  
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7.5 Recommendations 

Shipping in bulk and bottling in the UK are favourable choices for reducing carbon 

emissions and cost of “New World” wines (Varsei et al., 2017). The trade interviews 

in this research supported this by confirming cost is the primary reason to transport 

wine in this way. This study has shown that reducing carbon footprint is not the 

principle purchasing decision for the majority of customers but communicating the 

methods that have been utilised to reduce carbon footprint can potentially influence 

some consumers.  

Wine production contributes to climate change as well as readily feeling its effects, 

given the environmental sensitivity of grape vines (Joy, 2019). It is an opportune 

moment to explore how best the industry can communicate and market its reduced 

carbon footprint and when and where this can be achieved and measured. This 

study suggests the UK wine industry has not yet grasped the opportunity bulk 

shipping and UK bottling could potentially provide those promoting an environmental 

business agenda. 

The results of this study’s consumer research and literature review suggest there are 

some customers who are confident, when asked, that knowing more would influence 

their purchasing decisions in favour of those wines. The opportunity for the wine 

industry to address its contribution to climate change may therefore be consumer 

led.  

The literature review suggests a lack of understanding of bulk shipping and UK 

bottling amongst consumers. The frequency with which respondents questioned the 

impact on wine quality in this study’s consumer questionnaire supports this. This 

would need to be addressed in order to maximise the opportunity of marketing the 
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reduced carbon footprint associated with these methods. The double benefit of 

reducing cost and carbon footprint, combined with the potential increased interest in 

purchasing climate-friendly wines amongst consumers, suggests this could be 

worthwhile in the efforts to reduce the wine industry’s impact on man-made climate 

change.  
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Appendix 1: Glossary of terms 

 

 CO2: Carbon dioxide (ref. Ecometria.com) 

 CO2e: Carbon dioxide equivalent, a term describing different greenhouse 

gases in one unit. E.g. the amount of CO2 that would deliver the same global 

warming potential (GWP). (ref. Ecometria.com) 

 Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGE): Any gas that absorbs heat and 

therefore contributes to the warming of the earth’s atmosphere. (ref. 

Ecometria.com) 

 Global warming potential (GWP): The amount of warming a greenhouse gas 

causes over a given period of time, usually 100 years. (ref. Ecometria.com) 

 Food Miles: the distance a consumer good is transported from producer to 

consumer and the fuel used. The theory being that the further something has 

travelled the more fuel is used. 

 Product Lifecycle: All emissions associated with the lifecycle of a product 

including the raw materials, production, delivery, storage (including on retailer 

shelf), consumption and disposal or recycling. (ref. Ricoh Group) 

 Carbon footprint: The sum of all emissions of CO2 which were induced by 

activities within a given time frame (ref. Time For Change) 
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Appendix 2: Email marketing 

Email Version 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As wine specialists, we always want to stay ahead of the curve and 
keep our finger well and truly on the pulse of the wine world. Which is 
why we’re thrilled to tell you about an exciting new climate-friendly 
wine from grape-haven California: brand NEW Pescadero Point 
Chardonnay. Its arrival is just around the corner, so we wanted to tip 
you off FIRST, so when it lands at a fantastic £6.99 (Mix Six price), you 
can get ahead of the crowd. 
 
Pescadero Point Chardonnay is seriously special and a true testament to the 
growing trend of eco-aware wine bottling. 
 
How is it done? 
 
It’s simple: we transport it as a whole rather than carrying the weight of a pre-
bottled-and-labelled tipple and then bottle it at a carbon-neutral bottling 
facility in the UK. Which saves a whopping 0.555kg of CO2e (Carbon Dioxide 
equivalent) per bottle. According to Mike Berners-Lee’s  'How Bad Are 
Bananas: The Carbon Footprint of Everything, this is roughly the same as: 
 
Driving a car at 60mph for 1 mile 
Making 10 cups of tea 
3 x 500ml plastic bottles of water 
A 6 minute hot shower 
A standard laundry load at 30 degrees 
 
What’s more, Pescadero Point Chardonnay is delicious! 
 
This new Cali gem is a harmonious marriage of the creamy, rich-fruit-laden 
style of Chardonnay the region is famed for, and the elegance, crisp finish 
and freshness of its European counterparts (think Pouilly-Fuissé!). 
    

 

Would you like to see more climate-friendly wines lining the shelves of Majestic stores? 
 

 

YES  

 

   

NO  

 

    

 

Bag a £10 voucher (£100 minimum spend) – just for letting us know your thoughts 
At the heart of everything we do here at Majestic is you. Our buyers are always on the hunt for new and exciting wine 
endeavours that we’re confident will delight. Which is why your opinion really counts. We’re offering a £10 voucher on any 

£100 spend simply for answering a few short questions. Click ‘yes’ or ‘no’ above to take you to the short questionnaire. We 
can’t wait to hear what you think. And, of course, you’ll be the first to know when Pescadero Point arrives!  

http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1S9j1N2vd1AO
http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1SKDYRqcF86R
http://email.majestic.co.uk/q/119zbzoPjM6y/wv
http://email.majestic.co.uk/c/17sfyoUDlyxfIeO
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Email Version 2 

 

 
 

 

As wine specialists, we always want to stay ahead of 

the curve and keep our finger well and truly on the 

pulse of the wine world. Which is why we're thrilled to 

tell you about an exciting new climate-friendly wine 

from grape-haven California: brand NEW Pescadero 

Point Chardonnay. Its arrival is just around the corner 

so we wanted to tip you off FIRST so when it lands at a 

fantastic £6.99 (Mix Six price) you can get ahead of the 

crowd. 

  

  Pescadero Point is perched between a cooling sea breeze 

and sun-baked California hills. This fortunate natural 

meeting of the elements ensures Chardonnay that's both 

crisp and vibrant -- even through the hottest summers. 

 

What's more, Pescadero Point Chardonnay is delicious! 

 

This new Cali gem is a harmonious marriage of the creamy, 

rich-fruit-laden style of Chardonnay the region is famed for, 

and the elegance, crisp finish and freshness of its European 

counterparts (think Pouilly-Fuissé!). 

 

Would you like to see more wines like this lining the shelves of Majestic stores? 
 

 

YES  

 

   

NO  

 

    

 

Bag a £10 voucher (£100 minimum spend) – just for letting us know your thoughts 
 

At the heart of everything we do here at Majestic is you. Our buyers are always on the hunt for new and exciting wine 
endeavours that we’re confident will delight. Which is why your opinion really counts. We’re offering a £10 voucher on any 
£100 spend simply for answering a few short questions. Click ‘yes’ or ‘no’ above to take you to the short questionnaire. We 
can’t wait to hear what you think. And, of course, you’ll be the first to know when Pescadero Point arrives! 

 
 

 

 

http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1S9j1N2vd1AO
http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1SKDYRqcF86R
http://email.majestic.co.uk/q/119zbzoPjM6y/wv?variant_id=184
http://email.majestic.co.uk/c/17sfyoUDlyxfIeO
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Email Version 3 

 

 

 

 

 

As wine specialists, we always want to stay ahead of the curve and 
keep our finger well and truly on the pulse of the wine world. Which is 
why we’re thrilled to tell you about an exciting new climate-friendly 
wine from grape-haven California: brand NEW Pescadero Point 
Chardonnay. Its arrival is just around the corner so we wanted to tip 
you off FIRST so when it lands at a fantastic £6.99 (Mix Six price) you 
can get ahead of the crowd. 
 
Pescadero Point Chardonnay is seriously special and a true testament to the 
growing trend of economically-savvy transportation. 
 
How is it done?  
 
We transport the wine as a whole rather than carrying it in individual bottles 
and then bottle it here in the UK. Which means that you can receive the 
exact same wine at a fraction of the cost if it were pre-bottled! This saves a 
whopping 0.555kg of CO2e (Carbon Dioxide equivalent) per bottle. 
According to Mike Berners-Lee’s  'How Bad Are Bananas: The Carbon 
Footprint of Everything, this is roughly the same as: 
 
Driving a car at 60mph for 1 mile 
Making 10 cups of tea 
3 x 500ml plastic bottles of water 
A 6 minute hot shower 
A standard laundry load at 30 degrees 
 
What’s more, Pescadero Point Chardonnay is delicious! 
 
This new Cali gem is a harmonious marriage of the creamy, rich-fruit-laden 
style of Chardonnay the region is famed for, and the elegance, crisp finish 
and freshness of its European counterparts (think Pouilly-Fuissé!). 
    

 

Would you like to see more climate-friendly wines lining the shelves of Majestic stores? 
 

 

YES  

 

   

NO  

 

    

 

Bag a £10 voucher (£100 minimum spend) – just for letting us know your thoughts 

 
At the heart of everything we do here at Majestic is you. Our buyers are always on the hunt for new and exciting wine 
endeavours that we’re confident will delight. Which is why your opinion really counts. We’re offering a £10 voucher on any 

£100 spend simply for answering a few short questions. Click ‘yes’ or ‘no’ above to take you to the short questionnaire. We 
can’t wait to hear what you think. And, of course, you’ll be the first to know when Pescadero Point arrives! 
 

 

http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1S9j1N2vd1AO
http://email.majestic.co.uk/k/1SKDYRqcF86R
http://email.majestic.co.uk/q/119zbzoPjM6y/wv?variant_id=185
http://email.majestic.co.uk/c/15Wm4ULdCwe1gSY
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Appendix 3: Climate-friendly wine questionnaire 

Before today, were you aware of the carbon footprint of wines you buy or 
drink? 

Please select: 

Yes 

Somewhat 

No 

Any further comments? 

 

Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you which wines were climate-
friendly, would you be more likely to buy them? 

Please select: 

Yes 

Somewhat 

No 

Any further comments? 

 

Assuming all wines are high quality, rank the following in order of importance 
to you when selecting a wine to purchase or drink, 1 being the most important. 

Rank 1 

 

Rank 2 

 

Rank 3 

 

Rank 4 

 

Rank 5 

 

Any further comments? 
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How could retailers highlight climate friendly options? 

Please select multiple boxes if applicable 

Bottle label 

Shelf stickers/price stickers 

Online descriptions on the Majestic website 

Other (please specify below) 

Any further comments? 
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Appendix 4: All questionnaire comments 

(Comments are unedited) 

1. Before today, were you aware of the carbon footprint of wines you buy or drink? 

59 comments 

Email 
variant 

Customer 
ID 

Vote Q.1 Further comment 

 Version 
3 

337983 Yes No good to think about this. 

Version 
3 

307616 Yes Somewhat Bulk shipping is genius 

Version 
3 

2313777 Yes Yes We have to do all that we can to reduce carbon 
emissions! 

Version 
3 

347062 Yes Somewhat south afrtica,usa, 

Version 
3 

347691 Yes No It helps to know the stats 

Version 
3 

1524448 Yes Yes I buy western european wine mostly, because they're 
better and have less delivery carbon footprint. 

 Version 
3 

1392819 Yes Somewhat No 

 Version 
3 

2378239 Yes No I hadn't even thought about this. 

 Version 
3 

1258593 Yes Somewhat We have to think generationally and act responsibly! 

 Version 
3 

1988853 Yes Somewhat its not that easy to spot wines that are bottled in the 
UK but I do try to look them out 

 Version 
3 

888751 Yes Somewhat I'm ashamed to say I really consider climate footprint. 
Hitherto wines I've had that were imported in bulk 
and bottled here were not great. 

 Version 
3 

378234 Yes Yes Aware but not able to put relative numbers to this. 

 Version 
3 

2256317 No No There are bigger fish to fry. If Majestic sold wines 
affordably at fewer than 6 bottles then you could walk 
to your local store rather than driving so saving on 
carbon emissions. 

 Version 
3 

82278 Yes Somewhat I did know some wines are bottled here. 

 Version 
3 

1514635 Yes Somewhat Organic wine is clearly marketed but the concept of a 
carbon footprint is quiet new in general 

 Version 
3 

296144 Yes Somewhat Not enough info of this type is given on labels, if at 
all. However I guess there isn’t really enough space. 

 Version 
3 

1361513 Yes No Interesting 
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 Version 
3 

80029 Yes No Never thought about that 

 Version 
3 

428814 Yes No Never thought about it 

 Version 
3 

1228504 Yes Yes It's a tricky thing to measure - an intensively farmed 
local wine may well have a higher carbon footprint 
than one sourced from another continent. The trade-
off between industrialised process and air-miles is 
tricky, at best 

Version 
2 

2611769 Yes Somewhat You have not made it clear why this wine is climate 
friendly ? Is it shipped in a containerised plastic bag 
and bottled in a former soap factory on the 
Manchester Ship Canal ? 

Version 
2 

346028 Yes No I would be interested to find out about this aspect 

Version 
2 

716026 Yes No It never really crosses my mind. 

Version 
2 

1462271 Yes Somewhat The taste of the wine is far more important. Carbon 
Footprint is very unlikely to influence my buying 
decisions 

Version 
2 

2537991 Yes No Thank you for bringing this to our attention. 

Version 
2 

42178 Yes No Would have to be on the bottle 

Version 
2 

363973 Yes Yes Good wine at a good price! 

Version 
2 

740613 Yes Yes No. The planes will fly anyway, with or without my 
wine onboard 

Version 
2 

1497322 Yes No More Californian wines please 

Version 
2 

989863 Yes Yes I mostly buy European wines but Californian wines 
are atreat for me, as I used to live there 

Version 
2 

48040 Yes Yes It’s an interesting choice to launch your green 
credentials with a wine from the other side of the 
world! 

Version 
2 

964096 Yes Yes I am also aware that  a large number of wines are 
shipped in bulk and bottled locally 

Version 
2 

106154 Yes Yes But it didn't bother me! 

Version 
2 

1447184 Yes No I have not been a regular drinker of Chardony, but I 
look forward to tasting this one. 

Version 
1 

108911 Yes No Excellent concept and now approach. 

Version 
1 

969600 Yes No I am interested to find out more now. 

Version 
1 

1117187 Yes Somewhat Understood that shipped wines bottled in UK were of 
inferior quality. 

Version 
1 

341826 Yes Somewhat Really good box wine should also be promoted 
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Version 
1 

350533 Yes No No one else seems to have spotted the potential 

Version 
1 

122111 Yes Somewhat would also like to know the carbon footprint of the 
bottle, eg is it recycled? 

Version 
1 

1157592 Yes Somewhat I will look in future 

Version 
1 

366576 Yes Somewhat It would be great if you could do the same with some 
deep, full bodied and rich Californian cabernet 
sauvignons at a similar price. 

Version 
1 

105193 No No Wine is an experience and not just a drink.  It is the 
whole package from the the grape variety/blend 
through to opening a real cork rather than plastic or 
screw top and the pouring from a bottle. 

Version 
1 

373825 Yes No I am a BP Target Neutral carbon offset traveller - this 
approach from you really hits the button for me 

Version 
1 

993895 Yes Somewhat Didn't realise that bottling in the UK could make a 
significant difference. 

Version 
1 

379179 Yes No PLEASED TO SEE majestic taking a lead 

Version 
1 

1512890 Yes Somewhat Somewhat aware but have not focussed on same as 
not aware of any marketed as such . Excellent news 
& well done . Clearly far more competitively priced 
too ! 

Version 
1 

1214886 No Somewhat Transporting from other side of the world obviously 
has higher carbon footprint than local producer but it 
may not be a large part of hte total embodied carbon 
footprint of the product so there may be other "bigger 
wins" in the production process. 

Version 
1 

2173054 Yes Yes yes but didnt know what to do about it... 

Version 
1 

103994 No Yes I applaud the idea of reducing the carbon footprint 
but this practise seems to seriously affect the quality 
of the wine 

Version 
1 

1519212 Yes Somewhat It's obvious they travel long distances but not really 
aware of the actual impact 

Version 
1 

444710 Yes Somewhat best to improve our footprint. 

Version 
1 

819031 Yes No No 

Version 
1 

133899 Yes Somewhat Fairly obvious when you think about it in that 
southern hemisphere wines have to be chugged long 
distances in diesel-burning container vessels to get 
to our shores 

Version 
1 

703457 Yes Somewhat All international trade produces a carbon footprint, 
but it's likely to continue growing.  Therefore, 
anything that reduces the footprint is a good & 
sensible thing.  There's no realistic prospect of the 
UK being able to  substitute it's wine imports! 

Version 
1 

5579 No No carbon footprint is pc nonsense 
diesel fumes, methane, nitrous oxide, much worse. 

Version 
1 

420036 Yes Somewhat I have always associated bulk transport with 
Constellation Brands. 
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Version 
1 

100138 No Yes Prefer to know the wine is bottled at source. Then 
the winemaker has full control over quality. 

Version 
1 

95333 Yes Somewhat It's good to bring it to peoples' attention 

2. Assuming all wines are high quality, if we told you which wines were climate-friendly, 
would you be more likely to buy them? 

54 comments 

Email Customer 
ID 

Vote Q.2 Further comment 

Version 
3 

307616 Yes Somewhat I din't think I would ever compromise on taste/quality 
but climate concern follows very close behind 

Version 
3 

347062 Yes Yes usually get a fullker fruit taste from walmer climate 
wines 

Version 
3 

347691 Yes Yes At least try them.  Buying consistently depends on the 
quality of course ! 

Version 
3 

1524448 Yes Yes But, you would need to prove antipodean and 
american wines are lower carbon footprint compared 
with western european, taking into account production, 
transport to port, transport to UK, packaging in UK and 
UK transport etc.  I'm not sure that you could. 

Version 
3 

1392819 Yes Somewhat No I’m here for the wine ha ha 

Version 
3 

2378239 Yes Yes This is a brilliant idea. 

Version 
3 

1258593 Yes Somewhat No 

Version 
3 

108197 Yes Somewhat I would still go for the wine itself as my major concern 

Version 
3 

1988853 Yes Yes Absolutely - we need them to be more upfront about 
such things 

Version 
3 

1248187 Yes Yes If not appreciably more expensive 

Version 
3 

2256317 No No Big companies have always done this to save money. 
Just repackaging an old idea and calling it green. 
Jumping on a band wagon. 

Version 
3 

82278 Yes Somewhat I reckon most high quality wine would not be 
transported to the UK and bottled. 

Version 
3 

119881 No No Taste of the wine will be impaired by shipping around 
the world in steel tanks. It’s an abomination. 
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Version 
3 

1361513 Yes No All about the taste 

Version 
3 

80029 Yes Yes Sensible and positive reason 

Version 
3 

1228504 Yes Somewhat High quality is very subjective, and different grape 
varietals produce vastly different wines in different 
climates 

Version 
3 

129675 Yes Somewhat depends on the taste! 

Version 
2 

103775 No Somewhat The taste and quality of the wine is equally important 
but i would definitely take it into consideration 

Version 
2 

2611769 Yes Yes I would not by choice buy "plastic bag wine" as I feel 
that wine bottled in country would be of a higher quality 
- but perhaps that is a misconception ? 

Version 
2 

2537991 Yes Somewhat We would like to know more. 

Version 
2 

780447 Yes Somewhat Depending on grape variety and price. 

Version 
2 

1942126 Yes Somewhat I can't accept the all high quality assumption. The 
climate link is too tenuous for me to give it major 
importance, but I would think about it. 

Version 
2 

1914893 Yes Somewhat price would also be a factor in this decision 

Version 
2 

144717 Yes No I buy wines because they taste good 

Version 
2 

1608388 Yes Somewhat It would depend on them being affordable for everyday 
type drinking. 

Version 
2 

1010646 No Somewhat I think it will be relative - all things equal will prefer 
climate friendly, but will still look for wines I like at a 
great price. 

Version 
2 

106154 Yes Somewhat Depends what they taste like 

Version 
2 

1915174 Yes Somewhat Although quality is paramount. 

Version 
1 

969600 Yes Yes As above, I would be interested in finding out more 
about this. 

Version 
1 

1117187 Yes Somewhat Always led to believe that estate bottled wines were of 
higher quality. 

Version 
1 

1149900 Yes Yes So long as they were also vegan. 

Version 
1 

1554464 Yes Yes Just concerned that the wine will travel well. 
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Version 
1 

1126147 No Somewhat I'd be interested to know how bottling the wine in the 
UK has an affect on the quality of the wine (as 
opposed to it being bottled in the country of origin) 

Version 
1 

1943861 Yes Yes Would also need to know the criteria used to establish 
climate friendly was genuine 

Version 
1 

1306212 Yes Somewhat The main concern would be taste, then price/value 
with climate friendly later. 

Version 
1 

350533 Yes Yes Glass is very heavy, it makes perfect sense to bottle 
close to the destination. 

Version 
1 

1444111 Yes Somewhat All depends on the wine! 

Version 
1 

122111 Yes Yes would also consider wine boxes or equivalent if these 
could be proven to be of equal quality and lower 
carbon footprint 

Version 
1 

1157592 Yes Yes I believe in trying everything possible to  save our 
world 

Version 
1 

366576 Yes Somewhat They need to be full of flavour and reasonably priced. 

Version 
1 

105193 No No Need to look at the whole footprint not just saving on 
transporting a full bottle - where does the bottle come 
from for a UK bottling plant local made or imported? 

Version 
1 

373825 Yes Yes Knowing the origin, grape and some tasting notes still 
necessary 

Version 
1 

993895 Yes Yes I would certainly try them. 

Version 
1 

1512890 Yes Yes Would look very closely at any offered - and would 
certainly add one or two to my normal purchasing to try 
. 

Version 
1 

1214886 No Somewhat It's rather hypothetical - wines bottled over here are 
almost always poorer quality in my experience. 
Significantly so. 

Version 
1 

2173054 Yes Yes ABSOLUTLY!!!!! 

Version 
1 

103994 No No In my experience when wines are shipped before 
being bottled, the quality significantly deteriates 

Version 
1 

1519212 Yes Somewhat Would depend on relative pricing 

Version 
1 

444710 Yes Yes as above 

Version 
1 

819031 Yes Yes No 

Version 
1 

133899 Yes Somewhat Entirely depends on the type of wine though I would 
tend to be more favourably disposed towards them. 
Reluctantly I think there will always be a trade-off 
between quality and this other factor (cf. the pros and 
cons of organic wines). 
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Version 
1 

703457 Yes Somewhat Not necessarily, it still comes down to how the wines 
taste and value 

Version 
1 

5579 No No less likely 

Version 
1 

105375 Yes Somewhat They need to be just as good, and price comparable, 
then it's an easy choice to buy a more eco-friendly 
wine. 

3. Assuming all wines are high quality, rank the following in order of importance to you 
when selecting a wine to purchase or drink, 1 being the most important. (P = price, 
RCF = reduced carbon footprint, G = grape, LD = label design, C  = country or region of 
origin) 

49 comments 

Email Custome
r ID 

Vote Ra
nk 
1 

Ra
nk 
2 

Ra
nk 
3 

Rank 
4 

Rank 
5 

Further comment 

Version 
3 

139212 Yes P RC
F 

G LD C Tasting is really important.  I 
usually buy what I’ve tasted in 
store if the price is right. 

Version 
3 

2076233 Yes P C G RCF LD Alcohol content is an important 
factor for me (ie a lower rather 
than higher % - 12% to 13% is 
fine, 14% is a complete turn-off) 

Version 
3 

342015 Yes P C G RCF LD If the price is beyond my(modest) 
budget, then although I would like 
to act idealistically, it simply isn't 
possible to do so. Already, with the 
inexorable rise in prices, I can 
afford fewer bottles per order than 
I used to buy. 

Version 
3 

1316153 No G C P LD RCF I am concerned wines shipped in 
bulk won't have the same 
guarantee of origin. The 
winemaker loses control of their 
product. 
Bulk shipment maybe suitable for 
the lower price end wines (below 
£7.50), which I buy very rarely. 

Version 
3 

347691 Yes G P C RCF LD Price = has to be high enough not 
to be 50% tax i.e. £8-10 retail as a 
baseline. 

Version 
3 

1524448 Yes C G P RCF LD By selecting the region of origin to 
be western european, I 
automatically select reduced 
carbon footprint (compared with 
south american or antipodean). 

Version 
3 

1392819 Yes C C P G LD None 
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Version 
3 

2378239 Yes P G RC
F 

C LD Label design, who on earth would 
judge a wine on its label? 

Version 
3 

1258593 Yes G P C RCF LD What a rediculoud set of choices. 

Version 
3 

697682 Yes G C P RCF LD I'm assuming that uk bottling 
would reduce prices 

Version 
3 

108197 Yes G P C RCF LD This is only a generality. It will vary 
with thw wine being considered 

Version 
3 

1988853 Yes G P RC
F 

C LD label design is irrelevant to my 
choice 

Version 
3 

107346 Yes G P RC
F 

C LD I also favour Biodynamic and 
organic wines. 

Version 
3 

2256317 No G P C LD RCF Taste? Level of alcohol? 
Biodynamic/organic? 

Version 
3 

82278 Yes G C RC
F 

P LD It is not as black and white as this, 
criteria can change from wine to 
wine. 

Version 
3 

702842 Yes G C P RCF LD Re #5  labels should be easily 
legible - and that includes the back 
of bottle label.  These often carry 
too little info., much of it in small 
print, or inappropriate colour. 
#4 not meant to be a critical qn., 
but how much heed do the buyers 
pay to this ? 

Version 
3 

119881 No P C G LD RCF Only the first three matter 

Version 
3 

415321 No G P C RCF LD Tank wine bottled here in the UK 
has a low quality reputation, 
maybe if you did tasting of these 
wines the customer would make a 
better judgement 

Version 
2 

346028 Yes G RC
F 

P C LD For me, it is difficult to prioritise in 
this way because I tend to look for 
value for money which means the 
key areas identified above tend to 
overlap 

Version 
2 

2532812 Yes G C P RCF LD Need more convincing information 
to make carbon footprint a higher 
priority. 
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Version 
2 

189315 Yes P G C RCF LD Rank 1. Would have been known 
quality or very good reviews.  
Perhaps that should have been an 
option.  Label design for me does 
not come into it. 

Version 
2 

1942126 Yes G C P RCF LD Could easily flip 4 and 5 

Version 
2 

1513088 Yes P G LD C RCF I want a wine which tastes good 
but it has to be reasonably priced.  
If a label is well designed I assume 
that the winery pays attention to 
detail when making the wine. I do 
have preferred grapes especially 
for white wines so look for a 
particular taste. 

Version 
2 

748441 Yes G P C RCF LD I have been impressed with 
biodynamic wines 

Version 
2 

1933063 Yes G LD P LD RCF Wine is bought on quality relative 
to price, environmental issues may 
become a factor in years to come 
but I doubt it. 

Version 
2 

144717 Yes G C P LD RCF Label design and reduced carbon 
footprint are of zero importance 
when selecting wine 

Version 
2 

1608388 Yes G P C RCF LD When I try new ones this order 
might change. 

Version 
2 

1010646 No G P LD C RCF None of these, on their own, seem 
to score at all.  Maybe, 
ridiculously, label design has some 
impact (lousy = not really quality 
concious) but I'm looking for 
something that seems quality or 
interesting for it's price point / 
grape / region. 

Version 
2 

1601203 Yes P C G LD RCF Hadn’t previously considered 
carbon footprint but should from 
now on 

Version 
2 

1112900 Yes G P C RCF LD 4 & 5 are marginal 

Version 
1 

969600 Yes G C P RCF LD I have to admit, if I knew and 
understood more about it, I might 
well change the order here, though 
number 1 would remain the same. 

Version 
1 

1149900 Yes P RC
F 

C G LD The most important thing for me is 
buying vegan wine. 
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Version 
1 

1444111 Yes P RC
F 

G C LD 3, 4 & 5 are irrelevant when 
selecting a wine 

Version 
1 

122111 Yes G P RC
F 

C LD understand that screw cap has 
less carbon footprint than cork - is 
that correct? 

Version 
1 

1624672 Yes G P C RCF LD also important to have 
recommendations from staff/in 
store tastings/newsletter etc 

Version 
1 

1157592 Yes C RC
F 

G P LD No 

Version 
1 

111687 Yes G P C RCF LD reaiiy label design does not 
influence choice 

Version 
1 

105193 No G C P LD RCF 1 and 2 go hand in hand and 
should be considered equal.  After 
all the country or region can have 
as much impact as the grape 
variety. 

Version 
1 

373825 Yes G C P RCF LD information on its taste 
performance 

Version 
1 

1512890 Yes G P RC
F 

C LD Labels should denote “ climate 
friendly “ and perhaps advise the 
customer on how much of the 
saving being passed on due lower 
tax for importing in bulk compared 
to importing in container loads 
bottled and boxed . 

Version 
1 

103994 No C G P RCF LD The most important thing to me is 
that the wine is bottled as close to 
where it is made as possible. 
When I have tasted the same wine 
bottled in a different country to 
where it is grown, it has always 
been of inferior quality to the home 
bottled version. 

Version 
1 

444710 Yes P G C RCF LD education on the reduced carbon 
will increase. 

Version 
1 

819031 Yes G P C RCF LD No 

Version 
1 

133899 Yes G P C RCF C Hope I've not just contradicted any 
of the previous comments! 
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Version 
1 

703457 Yes P C G RCF LD But the most important factor is the 
taste!  These selection criteria 
seem to assume that you will be 
buying unknown wines each time... 

Version 
1 

5579 No G P C P P oak chardonnay would factor 

Version 
1 

95333 Yes P G C RCF LD The order may change when I 
have tried a few climate friendly 
wines. 

Version 
1 

435877 Yes P G RC
F 

C LD Obviously, the actual taste is most 
important! 

Version 
1 

139893 Yes G P C LD RCF Carbon footprint will have a bigger 
sway with increased awareness 

 

4. How could retailers highlight climate friendly options? 

66 comments 

Email Custo
mer ID 

Vote Bottle 
Label 

Shelf Onlin
e 

Othe
r 

Further comments 

Version 
3 

13921
2 

Yes x x x  Just needs a small appropriate logo 

Version 
3 

19909
86 

Yes x x x x Marketing 

Version 
3 

12788
86 

Yes x x x x Staff signposting to climate friendly 
options 

Version 
3 

33798
3 

Yes x x x  great to know about this. 

Version 
3 

21961
0 

Yes x x   Have you considered coop style vats, 
where the customer brings their own 
vessel? 
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Version 
3 

15244
48 

Yes  x x  How does the method of transport to 
the UK affect the quality of the wine? 
This sounds to me like a reversion to 
the "chemical" wines of my youth circa 
1960.  What about bottle age and 
maturing in the wood? 

Version 
3 

13928
19 

Yes  x x  No 

Version 
3 

19888
53 

Yes x x   all of the above 
put them together in a mixed case 

Version 
3 

88875
1 

Yes     A separate aisle in the shop. If they're 
high quality and cheaper as a result - 
what's not to like!! 

Version 
3 

95015
6 

Yes x x x  TV and advertising hoardings 

Version 
3 

82278 Yes x   x It should not go on the main label, that 
is for what is inside the bottle. 

Version 
3 

15146
35 

Yes x x x  Vineyard and grower information 
similar to biodynamic wines 

Version 
3 

70284
2 

Yes x x   I look forward to seeing what progress 
is made under this heading.  Good luck 
with it. 

Version 
3 

11988
1 

No  x   Should be clearly labelled in store so 
we can avoid it 

Version 
3 

41532
1 

No  x x  Climate friendly is not really a true 
accurate reference , bottled in the UK 
helping make a  lower impact on our 
climate and transport and tax costs  or 
some other wording would be better , 
most people know there is a financial 
benefit to your company 

Version 
3 

29614
4 

Yes  x x  Not enough space on the label for 
anything meaningful. 
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Version 
3 

15833
41 

Yes x x x  showcase climate friendly wines 

Version 
3 

12967
5 

Yes x x x x social media, emails 

Version 
2 

81281
9 

Yes   x  I do not want to see it on the label. I'm 
very suspisious about how the climate 
friendliness is calculated. I suspect, 
small older vinyards make the least 
climate impact, but would not advertise 
this. Newstarts would use it as a 
gimmick to get business. 

Version 
2 

16034
16 

Yes  x x  Periodic promotion to coincide with 
other world events 

Version 
2 

81957
5 

Yes x  x  Regular email campaigns to increase 
and maintain awareness 

Version 
2 

42178 Yes x    But like organic wines and other 
products the labelling should not carry 
a price premium 

Version 
2 

10878
9 

Yes x x x  Designated area in store 

Version 
2 

25690
15 

Yes x x x  Highlighting that feature in promotional 
material. Running a deal on climate 
friendly wines. Running an article on 
the climate cost of wine (I haven’t any 
idea of the carbon footprint of wine as 
compared, for example, to air freight 
fresh vegetables) 

Version 
2 

98986
3 

Yes  x x  Tell us about how it's transported 

Version 
2 

38881
4 

Yes x x  x Staff knowledge 

Version 
2 

95607
6 

Yes   x  Most grapes are grown in sutable 
climates,why is there an issue? 
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Version 
2 

39392
5 

Yes x x x  Although I guess transport is a big 
element.. which is not controlled by the 
wine... e.g. Bourgogne vs Margaret 
River 

Version 
2 

19562
28 

Yes x x x x Grading system 

Version 
2 

19148
93 

Yes  x x  Special promotions 

Version 
2 

15130
88 

Yes x x x x Presumably the same way that white 
goods manufactures do but with style.  
Probably red for negative and green 
for positive. 

Version 
2 

15531
40 

Yes  x x  I rarely read the bottle label - I will 
have read about the wine [if 
necessary] in advance. 

Version 
2 

10890
74 

Yes x x x  Please stop trying to compete with the 
major supermarkets by selling the likes 
of The Ned and Villa Maria and instead 
concentrate on selling wines unique to 
you. 

Version 
2 

25238
86 

No     has no impact on my selection choice 

Version 
2 

19151
74 

Yes  x   As long as it is prominent. 

Version 
1 

45370 Yes x x x x Special promotions 

Version 
1 

10891
1 

Yes x x x  Promotions. 

Version 
1 

15106
31 

Yes x x x  Specific sections in store 
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Version 
1 

96960
0 

Yes x x x  Have sections specifically for climate 
friendly wines. 

Version 
1 

10435
56 

Yes x x x x Promotions 

Version 
1 

15544
64 

Yes x x   Adding notes to email offers. 

Version 
1 

13062
12 

Yes x x x x How about a symbol that could be 
used with all of the above? 

Version 
1 

35053
3 

Yes x x x  Climate friendly section within the on-
line and physical stores. 
For registered customers track their 
CO2e savings with their data and give 
them a periodic summary. 

Version 
1 

14441
11 

Yes x x   Bottle label best but space may be at a 
premium 

Version 
1 

12251
29 

Yes x x   standard industry logo/ standard mark 

Version 
1 

92347
7 

Yes   x  You should be encouraging all 
winemakers and bottlers to be more 
environmentally sensitive in production 
- climate, water, biodiversity etc.  The 
change we need to see will never be 
achieved by only offering the odd 
bottle with these attributes. 

Version 
1 

11012
10 

No    x Not bothered one way or the other. 
Climate change is seriously overrated 

Version 
1 

12211
1 

Yes x x x  Promote UK wines more - less wine 
miles has to be better for the 
environment not to mention UK 
economy! 

Version 
1 

16246
72 

Yes x x x x alternative methods for immediate 
consumption eg refillable bottles, en 
vrac, wine boxes 
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Version 
1 

10519
3 

No  x x  Drink locally made English wine if it is 
a priority or switch to local beer. 

Version 
1 

37382
5 

Yes x x x  Needs to be handled carfeully, 
otherwise one consquence might be to 
create a focus on local, own country 
wines - and having to communicate 
transport miles & climate effect for all 
wines sold 

Version 
1 

99389
5 

Yes x    It could become a major selling point 

Version 
1 

37617
6 

Yes x    Good idea to do this. 

Version 
1 

37917
9 

Yes     all retailers - whatever the product -  
should work towards a (inter)national 
labelling that shows climate change 
impact . MAybe start with simple RAG 
rating moving towards something like 
the food labelling but showing carbon 
impact. 

Version 
1 

15128
90 

Yes x x x x The other should list the saving to your 
customer per above . 

Version 
1 

12148
86 

No x    Genuinely climate friendly products 
would attract my custom but I would 
have to be convinced that labelling 
them as such was based on a scientific 
assessment and not just marketing 
soundbites. And quality must be good, 
or no point buying in first place. 

Version 
1 

38718
4 

Yes x x x  Perhaps have a designated area in 
each shop for climate friendly wine 

Version 
1 

82398
1 

No x    bottle top colour 

Version 
1 

10399
4 

No x  x  Many supermarkets are shipping wine 
en-masse & bottling it in England but I 
would prefer Majestic to keep selling 
wines bottled in their country of origin 
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Version 
1 

19307
0 

Yes x  x  symbol or flag on the screwcap 

Version 
1 

90974 Yes x x x  This is a great initiative, please do 
more of this. It's an example for all 
retailers to follow. The more you give 
information on CO2 footprint, the more 
we'll take it into consideration. Well 
done. 

Version 
1 

44471
0 

Yes x x x  demonstrate the quality and carbon 
credentials at the store is best. 

Version 
1 

70345
7 

Yes x x x x General advertising in your 
email/postal mailings  etc.  Getting a 
message across, needs multiple 
channels of communication not a 
single one. 

Version 
1 

3465 Yes x x x  Unique colour code i.e. green 
corkscrew on each wine bottle? 

Version 
1 

5579 No     don't bother 

Version 
1 

13989
3 

Yes x x x x Climate friendly area in store 
 filter available in online selection 
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     Appendix 5: Follow up sales email 

 

 

   

 
 

 

 

 

As promised, in return for you having taken the time to give us 
feedback regarding climate-friendly wines, we’re telling you FIRST that 
the exclusive Pescadero Point Chardonnay has now hit our shelves! 
This climate-friendly wine from grape-haven California is just a 
fantastic £6.99 (Mix Six price), so get ahead of the curve and secure 
yours now.  
 
Pescadero Point Chardonnay is a climate-conscious wine and a fantastic 
example of how eco-aware wine bottling needn’t compromise excellent 
quality. 
 
So, how is it that wine can be shipped with the environment in mind?  
 
It’s as simple as this: it’s transported as a whole so that it doesn’t carry the 
weight of pre-bottled-and-labelled wines. It’s then bottled at a carbon-neutral 
bottling facility in the UK. This saves a significant 0.555kg of CO2e (Carbon 
Dioxide equivalent) per bottle! According to Mike Berners-Lee’s  'How Bad 
Are Bananas: The Carbon Footprint of Everything, this is roughly the same 
as: 
  

 Driving a car at 60mph for 1 mile 

 Making 10 cups of tea 

 3 x 500ml plastic bottles of water 

 A 6 minute hot shower 

 A standard laundry load at 30 degrees 
 
And, of course, Pescadero Point Chardonnay is a delight to drink! 
 
In true Californian style, Pescadero Point Chardonnay is gorgeously creamy 
and rich in fruit flavour whilst possessing the elegance, crisp finish and 
freshness of its European counterparts (think Pouilly-Fuissé!). 
 
Grab your very own bottle of Pescadero Point Chardonnay from only 
£6.99 when you Mix Six, and discover the magic behind this climate-
friendly tipple. 
  
Pescadero Point Chardonnay 2017, California 
£8.99 
Mix Six £6.99  
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Appendix 6: Trade interviews 

Questions: 

1. What proportion of your business is bulk shipping and/or UK bottling? 

2. What are your main objectives with bulk shipping and UK bottling and how do 

they rank? E.g. Cost, Quality, Carbon/Environmental, Availability.  

3. Does your business have an environmental agenda and does bulk shipping or 

UK bottling form part of this? How does responsibility for this agenda sit within 

your business? 

4. Do you think wine consumers are aware of bulk shipping and UK bottling?  

5. Does your company communicate the business of bulk shipping and UK 

bottling to the end consumer/purchaser?  

6. Do you think consumers are aware or interested in the environmental impact 

of bulk shipping and UK bottling? 

7. Do you think that communicating the difference in carbon footprint of a wine 

shipped in bulk and bottled in the UK would affect purchasing patterns, and in 

what way? 

8. Do you think the wine trade should do more to communicate the carbon 

footprint of wines imported into the UK?  

9. Which part of the trade is most equipped to communicate this information? 

How could it be communicated? 
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Appendix 7: Research Paper Proposal 
 

IMW Research Paper Proposal Submission Form  

Student ID 25755 Date of submission 10/09/2019 

RPP Version No 4 Name of Advisor Barbara Boyle MW 

Note: RPPs must be submitted via your Advisor to the IMW 

Proposed Title 

How effective is it to use the reduced carbon footprint of bulk shipping and UK bottling as a 
marketing message? 

Research Questions:  Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific 

research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words) 

This research paper will investigate consumer behaviour when presented with information about 
the carbon footprint of a bottle of wine, specifically shipping and packaging. There are many 
reasons consumers buy, or choose not to buy, bottles of wine. Focusing on behaviour and 
attitudes, the research will provide evidence for the potential for environmentally-friendly wine.  
 
Research questions:  
 

1   How aware are UK consumers of the carbon footprint of wine? 
2 Are consumers interested in the impact of bulk shipping and UK bottling on carbon   

footprint? 
3 If information on the carbon footprint of bulk shipping and UK bottling was presented in 

email marketing would it influence their purchasing decisions positively? 
4 Should the industry communicate to wine consumers the carbon footprint benefits of bulk 

shipping and UK bottled wine? 
 
Definitions: 
 

  “Carbon footprint”: Carbon emissions/footprint during shipping and packaging will be 
used, for example the reduced use of fuel used to ship large volumes of bulk wine 
compared to bottled wine. 

 “Bulk shipping and UK bottling”: Moving wine in 24,000l flexi-tanks to be bottled at a UK 
facility.  

Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why 
this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words) 
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The UK almost entirely relies on imports, with only around 1% domestic production in volume 
terms (Gain Report, FSDA, 2016). The UK imports 11.5% of global wine volume imports 
(worldstopexports.com) and an estimated third of imports arrive in bulk (Kingsland Drinks Ltd). 
Food miles is not an appropriate measure for this study, since long distance movement of wine 
is necessary for the trade. However the industry could do more to highlight reduced carbon 
emissions. 
 
The global wine sector contributes 0.3% of annual greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) caused by 
humans (Amienyo, Camilleri, Azapagic, 2014 – see Sources), and in the UK, wine consumption 
and packaging production contributes 0.4%, along with 559,000 tonnes of packaging waste. 
 
According to Amienyo, Camilleri and Azapagic c.41% of the global warming potential (GWP) of a 
bottle of wine is contributed at the viticulture stage. c.24% is typical for packaging, c. 32% from 
total transport, and the rest during winemaking. Shipping in bulk helps to reduce the total 
contribution of a bottle of wine by 13%.  
 
There are environmental initiatives marketed, for example organic certification or New Zealand 
Sustainable Winegrowing. There is one example from 2010 of a wine marketed with its carbon 
footprint (Mobius Sauvignon Blanc) but this no longer appears to be sold in the UK. There is no 
evidence to suggest that consumers understand bulk shipping and UK bottled wine or consider it 
when making environmentally-conscious purchasing decisions. Furthermore, there are perceived 
negative quality connotations associated with bulk wine and UK bottling. Although outside of the 
scope of this study, this must be acknowledged as a pervading assumption. 
 

Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other 

studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words) 

UK consumer attitudes: 
 

 Wine Intelligence SOLA report 2018 

 Wine Intelligence Portraits 2018 
 
Carbon footprint: 
 

 “Food Miles, Carbon Footprinting and their potential impact on trade”, Caroline Saunders and 

Lars-Christian Sorenson AERU, Lincoln University, Andrew Barber Agri Link. Paper presented at 
AARES 53rd annual conference at Cairns 10th to 13th Febuary 2009 

 “Bottling Location and the Global Wine Supply Chain: Dollar, Water and Carbon Trade-offs” 

Mohsen Varsei, Katherine Christ, Roger Burritt, 2017, Academy of Management Proceedings Vol 
2015, No. 1  

 “Environmental impacts of consumption of Australian red wine in the UK”, David Amienyo, Cecil 

Camilleri, Adisa Azapagic, 2014, Journal of Cleaner Production Volume 71 

 “What is a Carbon Tax?”, Kristin Hunt https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/08/what-is-a-

carbon-tax 

 “The alcohol we drink and its contribution to the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions: A discussion 
paper”, Tara Garnett, 2007, Food Climate Research Network 

 “How Bad Are Bananas: The Carbon Footprint of Everything, Mike Berners-Lee, 2010, Profile 
Books Ltd 

 

Bulk Shipping: 
 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/08/what-is-a-carbon-tax
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/08/what-is-a-carbon-tax
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 Bulk Shipping of Wine and its Implications for Product Quality, WRAP, 2008 

 “The benefits of importing wine in bulk” WRAP  

Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or 

information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will 
use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words) 

 
Consumer research: 
 
A single product email will be sent to 45,000 registered Majestic Wine customers by the online 
marketing team at Majestic Winei, the UK’s largest specialist drinks retailer. A 0.5%-1% 
response rate is expected with an incentivised email (voucher prize) which would give a 5% 
margin of error with a 95% confidence level. The group of customers will receive one of three 
versions of the email: 
 

 Version 1: Subject line and email text feature carbon emission saving. 

 Version 2: Control email with subject line and email text featuring £ saving per bottle. 

 Version 3: Subject line and email text feature both carbon emission message and £ 
saving per bottle. 

 
 
 A tangible carbon emissions saving will be included in Versions 1 and 3. It will take into account 
the different emissions of shipping bottles or bulk wine from California. Bottling in a carbon 
neutral facility in the UK will be compared to a conventional bottling facility. The impact of bottling 
in lighter weight glass will also be included. The carbon footprint of viticulture and winemaking is 
beyond the scope of this marketing study which focuses instead on bulk shipping and UK 
bottling. 
 
 Following advice from Wine Intelligence and the marketing team at Majestic Wine, there will be 
examples of everyday activities that generate the same CO2e. These will be gleaned from ‘How 
Bad Are Bananas: The Carbon Footprint of Everything’ by Mike Berners-Lee. It was felt this 
would achieve the desired level of understanding and context needed to complete the 
questionnaire without needing to exceed the usual detail of email marketing. This will allow the 
maximum number of responses with greater accuracy than omitting these everyday activities in 
place of a pictorial explanation, 
 
Version 1 and 3 will have a “yes/no vote” within the email text, prompting the customer to answer 
the question “should Majestic buy more wines with a lower carbon footprint?” 
 
The wine will be a £6.99 Californian Chardonnay shipped in flexi tank and bottled at Greencroft 
Bottling Company. There will be no environmental messaging on the bottle itself, just in the email 
copy and email subject line. 
 
Clicking ‘yes’ or ‘no’ takes the customer to a web page containing 2-3 further questions and a 
comments box. Questions will be determined by the initial literature review and research but are 
likely to investigate: 
 

a) Awareness of carbon footprint. 
b) Awareness of the impact of bulk shipping. 
c) Awareness of bottling within market. 
d) The level of interest to find out more through wine labels and marketing. 
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e) How likely it is that carbon footprint would influence purchasing. 
 
Data drawn from this activity will measure: 

 Open rate – to measure initial interest in the concept of environmentally-friendly wines vs 
the usual message of price. 

 Click through to product webpage – to measure further interest in the specific product. 

 Vote – measuring both the engagement with voting on the concept itself, and the actual 
yes/no votes. 

 Secondary web page – measuring whether consumers engage with the survey and any 
resulting opinion showed here and in the comments box. 

 
The consumer data will be mostly quantitative, with the potential for some additional qualitative 
data from the optional comments box. 
 
A follow up sales email will be sent to the respondents who answered ‘yes’ to the “yes/no vote” 
to further test the engagement of these consumers with the environmental marketing message. 
 
Trade research: 
 
At least 8 Interviews with trade representatives to provide additional context in various parts of 
the supply chain. 
 
Retailer buyers e.g. Majestic Wine, Naked Wines 
Distributors/Agencies e.g. Copestick Murray, WX 
UK bottlers e.g. Kingsland, Greencroft 
Producers e.g. Delicato Family Vineyards, The Wine Group 
 
Questions will relate to their views on: 

a) Perceived consumer awareness of bulk shipping and UK bottling. 
b) The importance of carbon footprint for UK businesses. 
c) The allocation of resource to measuring and reducing carbon impact. 
d) The relative importance of carbon footprint to purely economic factors. 

 
 The author is employed by Majestic Wine and Majestic Wine will use the results of the study as market research, 
compliant with GDPR law. 

 
Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research 

Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.  (No more than 150 words) 

Consumer understanding of bulk shipping and bottling in market is limited. There has been 
limited research done to investigate consumer attitudes around how wine is brought to market. 
 
Although cost reduction arguably provides the most important incentive for the wine industry to 
consider bulk shipping and UK bottling, this study may highlight the potential contribution to the 
greater effort of addressing climate change and reducing carbon emissions (in UK law as the 
Climate Change Act 2008 and in the EU as 2020 Climate and Energy targets). If consumers 
react favourably to the concept of bulk shipping and UK bottling, there is a marketing 
opportunity. However, if there is no change or a negative reaction, there remains some 
economic and environmental justification. 
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This study could provide the industry with a marketing tool which could highlight their product in 
a highly fragmented market largely dominated by price and promotion. 
 

Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the 

research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates 
with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those 
specified by the IMW. 

By end of December 2018: Draft introduction and literature review sections. Develop questions 
for trade interviews.  
 
By end of January 2019: Complete interviews with trade and prepare email content for sending 
in February. Draft methodology section. 
 
By end of February 2019: Send consumer email and write up all trade responses. 
 
By end of March 2019: Analyse data from consumer research. 
 
1st April – 15th May: Write up Research Paper. 
 
15th April: Confirm Research Paper submission will be in June 2019. 
 
15th May 2019: Submit Research Paper to Advisor. 
 
28th June 2019: Submit Research Paper to IMW. 
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CERTIFICATE OF RESEARCH AND COPYRIGHT ASSIGNMENT 
 
By my signature below, I certify that my Master of Wine Research Paper, entitled  
 
............................................................................................................................. ..................................... 
 
is entirely the result of my own work, and that it has not been submitted to any other institute, 
university or awarding body before. In my Research Paper, I have cited all the sources (printed, 
electronic or oral) I have used and have always indicated their origin.  
 
If this pledge is found to be false, I realise that I will be subject to penalties up to and including being 
suspended and barred from the exam, rejection from acceptance to the Membership or termination 
of my Membership at the Institute of Masters of Wine. 
 
I hereby assign my copyright in this work to The Institute of Masters of Wine.  
 
 
Signed 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
Name 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Date 
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